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A Gathering
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of swallows, gawker gawking 
at a yellow beaded bodice 
late afternoon light hums
around in a consignment window.
A sorrow. Summer which no one
ever really loves anyhow, gone.
What was it. I was trying to remember.
A clearing of the throat, fashioning
of pieces, assembly of buttons. A
brocade which suited the King.
A broadside which caught the
overcast mood of the peasants
and flung it back to them in song.
Do you understand. The archetypal
V of geese which grandmother
called a premonition. A ghost ship’s
arrival, the flying Dutchmen stepping
off, and resituating his hat for 
a shopping spree, his fate 
rescinded for as long as it takes 
him to find new glittering 
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buckled shoes. I’m not Keats. 
I’m not going to rave how warm 
a stubble field looks. The door
knockers in Winchester hold no 
appeal, a menagerie of overdone 
brass fish and tarnished lion.
The house with pencil marks 
commemorating the growth 
of children, sold, and children
sold long before that. I have
an empty basket nailed to my wall. 
Found floating in the bulrushes,
empty, Moses already plucked 
out by a far brighter hand.
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about to tear her hair out, trying to solve a puz-
zle. Something is happening. Something is askew. 
They’re trying to get pregnant, a little late in life. 
They hadn’t meant to wait this long. It just turned 
out that way. The doctors swear up and down it 
isn’t the handlebars keeping it from happening. 
But it isn’t that. It isn’t that. Recently they’d gone 
through a long, protracted illness with her hus-
band’s mother. His mother passed away, finally 
released, but grief lingered, taut and shimmering, 
a dense nugget of woe inside him. It took almost a 
year for him to return to normal. He has literally 
beat the mourning back with physical pain, psy-
chological endurance. He has thrown himself into 
his work and emerged sheared of fat, roped with 
veins, juggling dozens and dozens of new clients. 
But it also isn’t that, isn’t that.

The sunrise, the sunset, the freeway, the mall. 
All is as it should be, no different than before. 
The days are consumed by hot cement and end-
less hours. They each have a parent who is still 
alive. They visit often, they fix their roofs, they 
take them out. They babysit their siblings’ kids. 
Her husband performs the Heimlich on some-
one at work and saves their life. Though trained, 
he had never done it before and confesses later 

She imagines time as a speeding train bar-
reling through chaotic undergrowth, leaving 

nothing but an empty trench to mark where it had 
gone. She notices it most while driving through 
Los Angeles. L.A. is made of heat. L.A. is made 
of cars. The days, the weeks, the caramel-colored 
years. Los Angeles years are always caramel-col-
ored, the color of smog.

She is married. They have beat the odds, at this 
point, whatever that means. They met 14 years 
ago, got married 13 years ago. They work in very 
L.A.-type jobs, she in movie translation (her spe-
cialty: Portuguese and French subtitles) he as a 
personal trainer. He loves his work, but for her the 
thrill is gone. On the day they met, she smashed 
herself on the handlebars of her bicycle. She is 

Stacey Bryan

Appetite
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Exercise does exactly what she’d hoped: she lays 
the mystery down for now, too fatigued to muse. 
They carbo-load on the weekends, cheating a lit-
tle when they take the folks out, but during the 
week it’s just rice and chicken, chicken and salads, 
lettuce and rice and chicken and carrots. She’s ac-
tually no stranger to discipline and physical chal-
lenge, having been a gymnast for many years. But 
that was also many years ago. Before marriage, 
before the G.C. They’d met on that beautiful day 
in L.A. What other kind is there? L.A. is made 
of beautiful. She’d crashed her bike while joyrid-
ing down a hill in Griffith Park. An infamous day. 
Note to self: never brake suddenly over dirt-like 
sand while bulleting downhill at racecar speeds. 
She’d flipped over hard, rammed her pelvis on the 
handlebars. At the same time, her arm had torn 
open and impressively geysered blood. Admitted-
ly, she had gone into shock, something she’d never 
done before, even in her youth, when a misaligned 
backflip had crushed her toe upon landing. He’d 
been riding by in the opposite direction, return-
ing from some 60-mile jaunt at the beach. He’d 
had a first-aid kit in his backpack. She’d find out 
later that he took one with him everywhere.

His sentiments are simple: screw getting soft, 

to experiencing a brief and brutal terror. They 
change the oil in their cars. They drive on. All 
is as it should be, no different than before. But 
something is still askew. One morning in Janu-
ary, her husband suggests the Grand Canyon. The 
minute he speaks, the freeways dismantle, tossed 
aside by monolithic cliffs rising from below. Bird 
cries echo off the stone, their soft bellies twisting 
beneath an azure sky. She knows without asking 
that they are not going there just to peek over the 
edge, poised at the railing for the camera in their 
white, white shorts. They will tunnel deep down. 
They will inhale the earth.

He times it perfectly. It’s the middle of Janu-
ary, leaving several months to prepare before they 
go in the summer. Well, she has several months. 
He’s already ready. Grief made sure of that. Every 
day it’s 30 to 45 minutes on the elliptical trainer, 
light weight training. She throws herself into it. 
Since it’s L.A., January, February, and March hold 
very few weather excuses. Thank you, God, she 
thinks sarcastically. Thank you for creating Los An-

geles. L.A. is made of heat. L.A. is made of the sun. 
They ride their bikes, hike almost every weekend. 
There is a strict regimen of protein drinks and cal-
orie-counting that cannot be altered in any way.
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place, the soft bed, the running water. And then 
she thinks, what happened to you? Remember the bal-

ance beam, 4 inches wide? Remember launching your-

self, spinning, into empty space? Remember bloody 

palms, lactic acid cramps, torn ligaments? And she 
does remember. But it was years and years ago. It 
doesn’t really help right now, does it? Still, this is 
what she wanted. This is what her husband feeds 
on. He is an adventure vampire. The night before 
the hike they carbo-load a huge dinner at a kitschy 
tourist restaurant slathered in cheesy southwest-
ern décor. They order steak and potatoes, gulp 
down a boatload of bread. With butter. Her hus-
band dines with his usual fervor. She finds herself 
chewing and chewing, but not tasting. Confusion 
mounts as her appetite fails to appear.

There’s entertainment. A group of Native 
American dancers comes into the room and per-
forms on the dance floor, making rhythmic move-
ments familiar from TV and movies. The dance 
is anticlimactic somehow, the applause scattered. 
The dancers seem grim, lacking joy. She knows 
how they feel. Sort of. What should have been a 
delicious steak dinner had been downed with ro-
botic diligence and now crouches, rock-like, in 
her belly. She imagines the dancers reaching past 

screw getting older. Screw the empty trench. She 
isn’t sure he’s even aware of the trench. Or the 
speeding train that made it. At work he can’t 
even slump down before a computer, as she of-
ten does, drained from training. He has notori-
ety, a far-reaching reputation of whipping whin-
ers into shape. A certain male action star is one 
of his most loyal clients. Of course she and her 
husband will bore down into the interior, become 
specks, dwarfed into near-invisibility by soaring 
sandstone walls. All will become smaller, even 
problems, even mysteries. The freeway, the mall, 
the roads, the sun. Baby delays, stalled careers. All 
things smaller, compacted tightly into tiny balls 
of simple thought: more food, more rest. The 
way things had been when you were a child. The 
months fly by, and the time grows near. Along 
with the permits they need to camp overnight, 
they receive a DVD in the mail describing all the 
ways people should prepare for hiking the Can-
yon, followed by the myriad terrible things that 
can, and do, happen there. The DVD ends by say-
ing, “This is dedicated to all the people who have 
died in the Grand Canyon.”

They drive from L.A. to Arizona and check into 
their motel. Part of her is reluctant to leave this 
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ic scientific approach. It is not for the athletically 
ambiguous. Briefly she recalls the numerous times 
she did 30 minutes on the elliptical, sometimes 
even 20, instead of the planned 45, and winces in-
ternally. Regardless, she is excited. The sky is bril-
liant blue.

They begin the descent, first passing through a 
massive stone arch. It feels like crossing a thresh-
old into another world, like stepping through the 
stargate. The gentle hubbub from the tourists be-
hind them cuts off as if an invisible door has sealed 
them inside. Dust rises as they march over the red 
dirt, striding through a dense hush. Immediately 
she feels the pack pulling on her neck and shoul-
ders, muscles and ligaments slowly crushing. It is 
early morning but the air is stifling, though it had 
been freezing just a half hour ago. The hike from 
the South Rim down to the Colorado River is 9.6 
miles. They figure it should take them six or sev-
en hours. The initial steep descent is crisscrossed 
at significant points with flat pieces of embedded 
wood meant to aid the donkey caravans and their 
loads of smiling, waving tourists. They must press 
themselves up against the walls of the Canyon be-
hind them whenever these caravans go past, tot-
ing their troop of happy and sometimes embar-

her ribs for the rock, extracting it, turning over 
and over in their palms until they finally discern 
the message there, etched beneath a dusty layer of 
bread crumbs: The sun. The mall. The caramel-
colored years. Your appetite has been compro-
mised; possibly murdered. But before this. Long 
before now.

They leave at five in the morning. It is freez-
ing. In the park, looking out at the Canyon, the ti-
tanic structures, the immense spreading expanse, 
one has no words. The rising sun paints the cliffs 
a deepening red. They shrug into their gear, his 
pack 35 pounds, hers 30, and grip their walking 
sticks. It’s like hoisting a small child on your back 
then preparing to walk for miles and miles. His 
pack is stuffed with the heavier hardware, the alu-
minum bones of the tent, the compact metal stove 
and cylinder of gas, small cooking pots. His back 
is broad enough to carry both their packs. He does 
not offer to carry both, however. How silly. That 
would be ridiculous. She hauls the sleeping bags 
and food in hers, freeze dried meals, carefully la-
beled baggies, plastic plates and cups, the all-im-
portant Gatorade powder, replenisher of leached-
away sugars and salts. Surprisingly, hiking and 
camping, especially here, demands a very specif-
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hadn’t really expected the heat. There is only spo-
radic shade along the paths. They pass a few oth-
er hikers, red in the face, sweating, heading back 
up. Few seem to be heading down. Everyone is 
friendly. She sucks water steadily from her cam-
elback, squinting behind her sunglasses, squeez-
ing sweat out the sides. She imagines dew, her hot 
tongue sucking drops off blades of green grass. 
But there’s not much grass here. She’d heard the 
North Rim is much wetter, bathed in silver rain 
all the time, fields of soft grass stretching out in all 
directions. This, the desert side, prickles with cac-
tus, smolders with rusty-colored dirt.

They go deeper, sinking past layers of rock and 
breath and mind. Hours and hours have passed. 
It’s not being tired as much as baked alive. Being 
baked alive makes you feel tired. There is some-
thing she needs to remember. What is it? Her 
brain blooms, a crimson fruit, absorbing the sun’s 
heat. But brains were gray, were they not? The 
camera remains sheathed, forgotten, in her side 
pocket. No more pictures. There is only walking. 
It’s like going up an escalator in the wrong direc-
tion, never getting anywhere. Fatigue churns in-
side her, spreading a cold heat. The elliptical, the 
salads, the suffering. Not enough, not enough. She 

rassed tourists.
The cliffs are limestone up top, the youngest 

layers; sandstone, the oldest, is way down below. 
Vishnu Schist, it’s called. She remembers read-
ing that somewhere. She quizzes him on rock lay-
ers and he throws out amused guesses. It helps 
to pass the time. She realizes just how much of a 
desert the South Rim environment is. Yucca and 
cacti thrive, most a muted green but some bril-
liantly colored. Even though they’re going down-
hill, it takes hours of walking until they reach the 
first campsite. It is noon when they stop to have 
lunch and though she expects to be ravenous, she 
is mildly surprised to discover she is not. She must 
force-feed herself a peanut butter sandwich and 
a salty snack. Her husband eats heartily, quickly 
finished. She appreciates the bathrooms, even if 
they’re just glorified porta-potties.

After lunch, they start again. Her husband takes 
the lead, turning around often to see where she is, 
shooting her encouraging smiles. She digs out the 
camera and claims pictures for posterity. The en-
vironment is spectacular, like walking through a 
painting. Agave rosettes spike the air with their 
rigid stalks. It is cool among the stony walls but 
the deeper they descend, the hotter it gets. She 
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arm in Griffith Park, a complete stranger, wrap-
ping the gauze firmly around the bloody wound, 
intensely focused.

The boiling sun, the hot rocks, the seamless 
hours. The words make a rhythm, and she sews 
herself inside it. Step, step, stumble, step. It is sim-
ply mind-boggling that walking downhill could 
take this long. They hit the nine-hour mark, the 
ten-hour mark. She laughs contemptuously, re-
calling herself stuck in traffic, lounging in the air-
conditioned car, radio playing, sunlight splashed 
across the window. Annoyed. Impatient! If she 
had only known what lay ahead of her. The rocky 
labyrinth, the Sisyphean travail. In the car, anoth-
er world, she’d slid through the cool, paved can-
yons, sailed past the million-dollar homes. Moun-
tains torn through by tractors and men. Here, 
here, water and ice had teethed on this place. 
Crunched it down, sliced it clean through. Now 
they are burrowing through the crevasse, seeking 
the secret center. They might sink into the sandy 
dirt, boiled to the bone in seconds. L.A. does not 
have blistering sand, sheer unimpeachable walls. 
They pass a young couple huddling beneath the 
shade of a rocky outcrop, trying to hide from the 
sun. They smile wanly. She feels immensely for 

feels her motor skills stutter, as if she were drunk, 
except there is no bar here and the brain is gray, 
not red. After a while things seem distant but lu-
minous and sharp. There is something posed, just 
hidden, beyond the edge.

The Canyon’s made of hidden.
Her husband abruptly stops walking and 

turns around to stare as if he can hear her drift-
ing thoughts. She wobbles forward unevenly. 
Up ahead a small stream bisects the path. Once 
there, he throws water on her head, drenches her 
hair and clothes. The water feels good but evapo-
rates within minutes. It’s like it was never there. 
Not so, not so in the North Rim. He makes her 
drink more of the Gatorade miracle mix, presses 
the beef jerky and trail mix into her hands, all of 
which is tasteless and impossible to swallow. So 
tired she cannot feel her body anymore. But then 
something happens. She realizes they’re marching 
again. When had she gotten up? When had they 
started walking? Her husband stops on the trail of-
ten to wait for her to catch up. She reads worry in 
his expression. He has stopped flashing his smile. 
She struggles to pick up the pace, to be a good 
sport. She had wanted this, agreed to this. She re-
members, very vividly, the way he’d gripped her 
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now shambling, she at least, all grace long fled, 
but upright, still moving. She cannot say how 
much later they begin crossing a bridge that seems 
to manifest out of nowhere, she cannot say how 
much later, with the river churning darkly far be-
low. She cannot say how much later, she cannot 
say, because she knows now that they will nev-
er stop walking, never stop, because that’s what 
the canyon’s made of, but after a time the camp-
site appears, much like the bridge, beyond a cor-
ner and then just beyond another corner beyond 
that. The air is moist, heady with dirt. It’s hard to 
breathe, hard to think. But there’s no time to rest, 
even now. Instead of their optimistic seven-hour 
calculation, it took them over 10 to arrive, so they 
start setting up, rushing before it gets dark. Oth-
ers toil in adjacent campsites, murky figures that 
cleave the gathering gloom. Some part of herself 
hovers, peering down from above, smiling at her 
husband’s unflinching nature, watching her own 
body struggle and strain. She’s deliriously aware 
that she could die here but feels that it would be 
all right. If they let her bones press down into the 
soil, let the ants wind through her.

The heat of day tamps down as camp is set. At 
some point she hazily recalls that there’s actually 

them, her heart nearly bursting with sorrow and 
what feels like a sudden quiet dawning. There is 
no hiding here. The sun will find you. Your cour-
age isn’t lost. It will find you. You cannot eat the 
rocks, but you can listen. The rocks will tell you. 
The rocks will find you. Hope swells, a cool tide, 
and she dips her head beneath it.

Now past the couple, they continue walking. 
She notices her feet and wonders that her boots 
aren’t rent and ruptured, socks sloshing with 
blood. She cannot say how much later, because 
time has turned into the wind, the wind has blown 
into the sky, the sky has tossed its blue to the  edges 
of the world, she cannot say, cannot say, but at 
some point there’s a miracle. Like the revelation 
of a warm hand staunching a bloody outpour, like 
the daunting procession of moments that ferries 
you to a place like this. Deep into the years, mo-
ment upon moment, to reveal this, the Colora-
do, the red river, glistening in the distance. Ex-
haustion splays her thoughts like scattered cards 
against the hefty stone. She imagined they would 
never arrive, never arrive, but now they are head-
ing toward it, toward it, toward it. She hears the 
familiar rhythm and lowers herself inside it. Be-
cause walking, walking, still they are walking, 
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primordial. Her stomach tenses, a new feeling. It’s 
as if a thread has pulled loose, freeing the borders. 
A sensation aches and claws inside her and it takes 
her a moment to identify what it is: hunger.

Time blows in from the sky, and she plum-
mets back into herself. Her body seals around her, 
pounding and decisive. Ligaments torqued, weep-
ing feet. She is starving. She pushes forward with 
her husband, with the others. Toward the light-
ed building, beneath the stygian sky. Starving. 
Her husband’s hand is dry and warm, a wide grin 
tilted toward her for her alone. She reads a code 
sprawled along his skin, shining in his teeth, luxu-
rious and expansive: the mall, the roads, the beau-
tiful years. They are alive, alive, painted with pain, 
raging with heat. They are here, pushing forward, 
pushing forward. An immense mystery of end-
less possibility grinds time and the empty trench 
beneath a mass of continuous potential. Here, in 
the perfect dark, she’s amazed that she had forgot-
ten. That the world is made of crimson dusk, the 
world is made of sable morning. That the world 
is made of ravenous, the gorgeous boiling center, 
the surging urgency.

Far above them, the black sky burns with stars.

a fantastic thing ahead: a hot meal awaits them—a 
privilege they’d prepaid for months ago. So after 
a while they shuffle off toward Phantom Ranch, 
the compound of little bungalows and cabins for 
the donkey crowd. Or hikers, she dreamily muses, 
who didn’t want to sleep in tents. There is a large 
main building where dinner is served. She floats, 
untethered, along the dirt road, joints unhinged, 
muscles stiffly flexing. She sees others pushing 
through the hot, heavy night, their ultimate pur-
pose unknown. But now, right now, their bodies 
head toward Phantom Ranch for food, for drink. 
The meal sounds wonderful but she knows she 
cannot, will not eat. Conversely, she knows she 
has to, otherwise she will not have the strength to 
get out of here. And then the ants, they will have 
her. They will clamber out from between the an-
cient layers of Vishnu Schist, unknot her veins, 
transport her into the velvet night.

They near the building. Voices rise in the dark. 
Laughter tinkles. Something wafts on the air and 
trails beneath their noses. She can see her hus-
band sniffing, like a wolf. He grabs her hand, as 
if to hold himself back. The smell of stew. But-
ter. Wine. How can they smell those things, each 
a separate staggering joy? They are superhuman, {H}
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the car travels is lit by a fireball sun and hilly—
some of the most ancient mountains in North 
America—everything flattens when you picture 
your way back to him. René.

And now it’s you he’s kidnapped into the past. Rec-
ognize it? Cows wander in the ditches; others rest 
on their knees under spreading oak limbs. The sky 
becomes fiercer and bluer against the white of the 
rocks. Cows have no guile. Patient and calm, they 
wet-nurse the planet. Thirty rutted miles north of 
Austin, you’re going fishing in Hill Country. It is 
what you two do on weekends. Wearing a bikini 
and one of René’s T-shirts you sit in the passen-
ger’s seat, the navigator with road atlas across your 
lap. Windows half open on either side, your long 
sun-streaked hair flying, the heat blowing in, but 
it’s moving, flying-hair heat. Texas section roads 
dead end in creeks. Telephone lines strand them-
selves. Fish heads appear on fences—larval hulls 
of catfish and bass strung up and honey-glazed as 
baklava. Ranchers like to show off their catch.

For two and a half years, you’ve rolled into his 
arms to sleep. You take a sip from your cold Coke. 
There’s more warm ones in the trunk. You’ve 

It’s him. You hardly thought your answer-
ing machine could hold his voice. Who is he 

these days, if he’s not hauling jail with him? What 
words hasn’t he worn out? Rulebreaker? Thief?

You hear the cow trees dusty with dry heat behind 
his laugh. Cattle on their knees, tens of them in 
semicircles, resting. He’s asking if you still belong 
to no one, no order, and like him answer to noth-
ing but tangling strands of barbed wire. He was 
the sucker punch, the smooth lick of raspberry 
jam that bit back. You couldn’t swallow the truth. 
That the love of the lie is the only love that burns 
in the heart of his kind. That his kind is an evo-
lutionary adaptation. And a dark flat place in the 
past that he inhabits. Even though the landscape 

Stephanie Dickinson

The Flatness of Hill 
Country
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dragonflies

 purple sliver of wings

 on roads that lead nowhere.

“What distinguishes all of these people 
from the rest of us is an utterly empty 

hole in the psyche, where there should be the 
most evolved of all humanizing functions.”

—Martha Stout
The Sociopath Next Door, p. 11

No, nothing wrong, only you wonder 
why you couldn’t go along. You notice more 

spindly trees that cows shelter under. “So was his 
house broken into while you two were drinking 
beer?”

His fingers tighten around the wheel. “Don’t 
axe me. We both figure it was one of the dancers. 
Mace told me to drive over to his place to pick up 
a girl’s leather jacket hanging on the hook inside 
the door. The barmaid is a friend of his, and left it 
there. I did him a favor and when I got over there 
I found his bedroom window smashed.”

You’re watching the ends of your hair wind-
tangle. The fireball sun strikes the windshield, 

just asked René why he went out with Mace last 
night, a mutual friend, and didn’t leave you a note 
for when you arrived home from work. A vein in 
René’s clay-colored temple twitches. He’s twen-
ty-two but looks older. Black hair smoothed back 
from a high forehead, arrowhead cheekbones. “He 
wanted me to meet him for a beer,” he answers, 
buzzing his window down. The third-hand, cus-
tard-colored Mercury Marquise furnishes miles 
of legroom, a used car’s luxury. It’s like driving a 
living room down the highway. “Anything wrong 
with that, babe?” You with your post-graduate de-
gree don’t object to the term “babe.”

His obsidian eyes you can’t see because of his 
mirror sunglasses, eyes that have weeded broom-
corn growing seven feet, eyes that slept in prison 
cells of the same height. Jefferson Parish, Louisi-
ana, bastard stepchild to New Orleans, raised him, 
and then tried to correct him in the juvenile house 
of detention in Bridge City. Cajun-French on his 
mother’s side, Cherokee and Jamaican on his fa-
ther’s side, he says axe instead of ask.

He wants to be Jupiter

giant of gravity and gas in the solar system’s map

 (instead) his windshield kills

http://books.google.com/books/about/The_Sociopath_Next_Door.html?id=mU05YWM2aUUC
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it himself?” But you know the answer. Mace rises 
in your mind. From the waist up, the wheelchair-
bound ex-Bandito biker catches eyes, almost pret-
ty, his lips full, his face round-cheeked and framed 
by wavy blond shoulder-length locks. From the 
waist down most eyes look away. They’re embar-
rassed by his legs that sometimes spasm as if what-
ever life remains in their dead weight aims to gal-
lop away. He drove using a baseball bat to press 
the accelerator. He’d had a few beers and likely 
didn’t feel like hauling his wheelchair in and out 
of his car. His roommates—the girls who cooked 
and cleaned and washed his hair—worked at Ca-
ligula’s, pole-dancers. Three strippers. A blonde 
with the ringleted mane of Stevie Nicks and two 
brunettes whose looks must have set fire to the 
tiny East Texas town they were trying to forget.

“His evasiveness, of almost  Dostoevskian 
complexity, consists in an openness 

which is actually no openness at all. He free-
ly gives up discrediting information about 
his weakness and his failures and appears to 
take them with ardent seriousness, to under-
stand them, to regret them to the bottom of 
his heart, and to intend to learn and profit by 

glances off the side mirror into your eyes. Squint-
ing. Hill Country passes by. To the west flows the 
Guadalupe where the husky-voiced women in 
calluses and cowboy boots without socks rent out 
paddles and inner tubes to riders of the falls. City 
dwellers. Hordes of campers. Dragonflies, blue-
metallic beauties, whiz like slivers over the cur-
rent. To the east lies Hamilton’s Pool. The dense-
ness of trees surrounding the swimming hole’s 
deep shadow, cypress stumps and leaves, an au-
tumnal closet of musk, brown, orange. These hills 
are where Texas electrification came last. Ranch-
ers and farmers have the look of a ditch that fire 
has burned through. They’re unkillable.

You want to forget last night, the waiting up for 
him.

Last night when he traipsed home late René had 
on his pressed black jeans, a blue shirt with thin 
gold stripes open one button too many. “Mace was 
robbed again,” he’d announced. “It was probably 
one of his dancer girlfriends. Like last time.” You 
hadn’t heard of a last time. Last time. Last time. You 
felt that heat in your forehead. Jealousy. “Why did 
he ask you to pick up the jacket? Why didn’t he do 
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ked for the eyes of men. And their beaded dress-
es, four-inch heels, and scaled handbags roaming 
Mace’s closets were the relics of saints.

“But why would they break a window if they al-
ready have keys?” you ask.

“You can’t leave it alone, can you? To make it 
look like it wasn’t them,” he explains. “Keep your 
eyes peeled for a bait shop.” Medium height, me-
dium build, he’s all lean muscle. A plumber’s 
helper by day, René rides a backhoe’s bucket to 
the bottom of eight-foot holes. His body mus-
cled by shovel work and digging sewer lines has 
turned bronze. He is a son of the war god Mars. 
He punches in the dashboard lighter, shakes out 
a Kool King. “We need minnows,” he adds, “and 
gas.”

His mother claims René to be a living replica 
of his full-blooded Cherokee grandfather, who 
died at age thirty-nine after a four-day card game. 
At twenty-two René seems older. His head might 
be too large for his neck or could it be the touch 
of swagger in his walk, the rocking motion? In 
your family you’re humble, you heel and bow, you 
fetch. Humility’s bred into you. An import from 
the recession-wracked North, you’re twenty-six, 
the older woman. A devout widow raised you on 

them. But all the while he is, for the most part, 
merely using the words, the gestures, and the 
expressions without entering into the feeling 
and the understanding.”

—Hervey Milton Cleckley
The Mask of Sanity, p. 149

The Mercury crests another rise, and a 
cow climbs unsteadily from the ditch into the 

road. René checks the rearview, asks you to keep 
an eye on the cloud of dust behind. Is that a vehi-
cle following? You glance into the side mirror and 
spot a road grader in the middle of the hill you’ve 
just come down. You remember waiting up most 
of the night and listening for any car that sounded 
like the Mercury. When you’d gotten home after 
a grueling week of inputting columns of numbers, 
you saw René had already been there. He’d left his 
mud-stained jeans heaped on the hamper. Water 
pooled the tub’s drain. The steam iron was still 
plugged in and left on. Cologne wafted the air. A 
grove of oranges and cinnamon. Now you know 
he dressed up for the dancers as if they were piled 
carpets and gold-framed mirrors. A perfume he 
was falling into. The air hung religiously around 
the shoulders of those who made themselves na-

http://books.google.com/books?id=Wnxc1L4rY5QC&dq=editions:4AvepOQ4AdMC
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“Not only is the psychopath undependable, 
but also in more active ways he cheats, 

deserts, annoys, brawls, fails, and lies with-
out any apparent compunction. He will com-
mit theft, forgery, adultery, fraud, and other 
deeds for astonishingly small stakes and un-
der much greater risks of being discovered 
than will the ordinary scoundrel. He will, in 
fact, commit such deeds in the absence of any 
apparent goal at all.”

—Hervey Milton Cleckley
The Mask of Sanity, p. 343

Turkey buzzards wheel and circle in the 
sky. Their glittering gargantuan wings span 

the length of clouds. On the ground you can not 
wake them from their eating trance but in the air 
the great birds are magicians of flight. Black white 
feathers like Big Chief Indian headdresses. You 
both are fascinated by them. Farther to the north 
is the rise of once towering mountains now bone-
yellow dumplings. Pitted by rain and scorched by 
sun, the dead trees that once grew on the cliffs 
stand petrified, their branches clutching balls of 
orange fruit, petrified too. You love this strange 
unlucky country. Soil blackened where a cotton 

your grandparent’s farm. Your uncle’s a Presby-
terian minister, your grandfather a farmer and 
church organist, and your grandmother has al-
ways dreamed of proclaiming the Word as a mis-
sionary. Modesty, selflessness, and sacrifice are 
the three virtues.

“But what did they take?” you ask. Guitar and 
amplifier, tape player, four cases of tapes repre-
senting years of music collecting, his painkillers, 
jewelry, antique jewelry box, the barmaid’s leath-
er coat. No one called the police. Mace would find 
the culprit himself with help from his Bandito 
buddies.

You wonder about the last three apartments 
where the two of you lived. Why a neighbor was 
robbed in each one of them? There was the bang-
ing on your door at Pedan Street. The downstairs 
neighbor demanded to see René and questioned 
him about the theft. René talked coolly to him. 
The day in question he was digging sewer holes. 
But you knew that day had been a rain day. The 
next night someone keyed the Mercury scratching 
deep welts into the smooth custard body paint.

* * *

http://books.google.com/books?id=Wnxc1L4rY5QC&dq=editions:4AvepOQ4AdMC
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blonde. Pale in cutoffs and a wifebeater, she heads 
to the freezer and lugs out a bag of Polar Bear ice 
and sets it in the dirt. You watch René head for 
the minnow tank. The tank sits under the live oak 
for shade, but there is little of it. Flies everywhere. 
Blue bottles and gnats. René waves the old man 
over. A tall gray-haired geezer with reddened skin 
and wrinkles etched with black ink ambles over 
from the car engine he is puttering with. He spits 
into the hot dirt. You picture the minnows like 
flecks of rust inside the tank waiting to fly off and 
escape. Bending over the tank, the tall man pries 
up the lid. Like a fever dream you could stir with 
your toe. The girl appears next to René. In the 
heat she shimmers too and could be one of Mace’s 
sequin dancers. She tosses her head and her hair 
spins around her shoulders like pinkish blue min-
nows. A dawn tetra. Her arms are swimming too 
around her torso.

“We’ve got a million minnows so you have to 
look,” she proclaims, climbing a stepladder and 
peering in. Her twang of a voice carries like a flash 
of fin through the locust air. You imagine the 
black water glinting with bits of sun. Minnows. 
“We got fatheads. They’re slow top-water swim-
mers so the big fish can generally catch and eat 

crop burned down and drought has blanched. 
Enchanted Rock, the craggy rock dome of pink 
granite, rises farther to the west. Here the Lipan 
Apache and Tonkawa roamed. Nothing remains 
of the indigenous peoples swept out of the sacred-
ness of Hill Country. Researchers suggest that the 
personality traits of the psychopath tell us much 
about the ruthlessness with which Americans 
conducted the western expansion.

René spots it first and the Mercury pulls into a 
country gas station, right before the turn off onto 
a narrow red dirt road. One gas pump stands un-
der an awning. The outside of the station is plas-
tered with cigarette and Pabst Blue Ribbon adver-
tisements. “Wait in the car, babe, so we don’t have 
to lock up.” You buzz your window down all the 
way. The screen door squeaks as rust sets deep-
er into its hinges. A cowbell clangs. René disap-
pears inside. The locusts vibrate. They are every-
where—in the ground, in the trees, in the sun.

The heat has a shimmer to it. Iridescence. Faint-
ly, you can see through the screen. He sets two bot-
tles of water on the counter and reaches into his 
pocket. A girl strolls out from behind the counter. 
Again the screen squeaks. The girl is young and 
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“Researchers took a magnetic-resonance 
imaging scanner to a medium security 

prison in Wisconsin, and scanned the brains 
of 40 prisoners in a doing time for similar of-
fences, half of whom had been diagnosed with 
psychopathy. Results of the study revealed 
both structural and functional abnormalities 
in the brains of the psychopaths, with scien-
tists finding there was less communication 
between two key areas of their brains than 
the other prisoners. The first of these struc-
tures, known as the ventromedial prefron-
tal cortex, is responsible for emotions includ-
ing empathy and guilt. The second, called the 
amygdala, controls levels of fear and anxiety.”

—Rob Waugh, The Daily Mail

“Psychopaths Aren’t Just Mentally Different”

It had been a gas station, an Exxon in The 
Woodlands, an upper class bedroom commu-

nity, that René had held up. The gun—a starter’s 
pistol. It didn’t seem to count, more prank than 
crime. Sentenced to five years for armed robbery, 
he celebrated his eighteenth birthday in the Walls 
Unit in Huntsville, Texas. Paroled after serving 
almost three, he was living in a Houston halfway 
house when you crossed paths on Richmond Av-

‘em. Lucky for them they don’t have brains.”
You hear because her voice carries.
You hear everything. Like fireflies underwater.
Cyprinids swim back and forth along the bot-

tom trying to find a way out of the tank. Where 
do they figure they’re going? Can you reason if 
you’re brainless? Jabbed and stuck. A silvery-blue-
ness with glimmering eyes.

René orders a bag of fatheads. He follows the 
girl inside to pick out a minnow bucket, his head 
rocking from side to side. The tall man with the 
deep creases in his face like wind and rain put 
them there wipes off the Marquise’s buggy wind-
shield, then clicks the gas pump. You remember 
being ten years old and the stock tank you tried 
to make into a swimming pool after sweltering 
through July in the strict Presbyterian landlocked 
summer. Dreaming of water, you filled an old 
horse trough with the garden hose, closed your 
eyes to the black shale coating the tank’s insides. 
After a day in the sun, the shale melted, not rock 
at all, but decades of fly-buzzed horse slobber. The 
whole farm soon stank.

* * *

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2065161/Psychopaths-arent-just-mentally-different--brains-physically-deformed-prevent-feeling-fear-guilt.html
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newboot’s calling you out,” Odom bellows. The heavy-

set greaser takes off his glasses, folds the frames slow. 

“Let’s catch the square, punk.” Whistles. Catcalls. “I’m 

not your punk,” René says, rolling up his long white 

sleeves. “I’m nobody’s punk.” Punk means you’re a girl 

to one of these guys. Another convict turns the TV down 

so they can listen for jiggers. Domino charges René. His 

punch doesn’t connect. René’s does. His father taught 

him boxing moves. Fight dirty if you need to. Domino 

circles him like an old neighborhood, then rushes in 

with a head butt, and this time his fist connects. René 

shakes it off. When Domino grabs a ping-pong pad-

dle, René boxes him back against the pool table, right 

jab, left. “Oh, Domino, the newboot knows how to hold 

his fists,” Odom snickers. “You’re letting that newboot 

whoop your ass.” Then someone yells, “Jiggers!” The 

TV volume goes back up. Guards walk past.

His stories seduce you. Together, the two of you 
explore Houston on foot. He tells you his life as 
you follow the darkened feeder roads to Naviga-
tion Channel, count the oil barges floating in wa-
ter thick and black as a call girl’s mascara. Travel-
ing West Dallas and Alabama, you pass houses that 
at night fill with Mexican day laborers and empty 
during the hours of light. Busing Katy Freeway 

enue. A Sunday. The heat wave was on. The heat 
walked with you, along with sounds of the over-
pass farther down the street, traffic high on the 
girders plashing through the heat, day after day 
never dipping below 102 degrees, like wading in 
humidity. Magnolia leaves, dry and flat like lunch 
sacks. “Where are you going swimming?” René 
asked, seeing the maroon towel you carried. “The 
swimming pool,” you answered, wearing a blue 
bikini under turquoise short-shorts. He was on 
parole. You were impressed. “What was it like in-
side?” you asked.

He already understands how it works. The first week 

on his unit he’s a newboot. He’s boiling water on their 

stinger in the common area. A TV, ping-pong table 

and a scattering of benches. Privileged prisoners play 

dominoes at two card tables. One of them is Odom, a 

seven-foot-tall loudmouth, his glass eye permanently 

staring at the ceiling, the other darting everywhere. 

René is about to fill his cup with hot water. That’s how 

you make convict coffee. Bitter black instant crystals 

with four sugars. A heavyset guy named Domino el-

bows him out of the way and fills his own mug. René 

sets his cup down. “I want my water back, man!” Dom-

ino snickers, slurping from his mug. “Oh, Domino, the 
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and meet in the middle. René works fast. His deuce isn’t 

moving, waits for René to finish the row. René calls 

him out. A flat-nosed type with eyes lighter than his 

skin. They fight. The deuce swings his hoe. René picks 

up the lye bucket and throws the powder into his face. 

In another row more white-sleeved men are shoving. 

110 degrees. Convicts with heatstroke are hauled off on 

flatbeds, shirts glued to them like bandages. The weeds 

are dusty, smell sour-sweet. René says the lye partially 

blinded his deuce. For that he spends two weeks in soli-

tary reading the Book of Revelation, drinking brown 

water and eating green beans and sauerkraut. You be-

lieve René’s act was self-defense and hot anger not cold. 

Anger that buzzards circle.

René is still inside, his shoulder against the screen, 
blocking the girl just feet away. You’re thirsty, 
becoming restless. You pop the trunk and walk 
around back of the Marquise to get a fresh soda.

Red road dust smudges the bumper. It’s a wide 
roomy trunk, with space for a spare and tire-jack 
but what captures your attention is the woman’s 
leather jacket. The six-pack of Coke sits on its col-
lar. You lift the sleeved blackness, the satin lining 
giving off a fruity aroma. Mango. Musk rose. Un-
der the jacket an amplifier lies. You spot the gui-

to Spring Branch, and then into the Heights, you 
learn how a Cherokee gambler met a Jamaican 
 ladies maid. You hoof up North Main, cut through 
the cemeteries and Salvation Army, breathe in the 
taco shacks and barbeque pits smoking mesquite 
chips. Months go by before you can afford wheels.

There’s a reddish-brown cast to his words and the sun’s 

directly overhead. He tells you tales that cut the breath 

from you. Of convict labor used to weed broomcorn. 

The trailers keep coming and forty men in white uni-

forms crawl onto each bed drawn by a tractor. The hat 

who’s driving doesn’t turn. Every kind of man is out 

here. “Deuce up,” the horse-mounted bosses order. Rag-

gy chocolate horses. Mean. A boss rides alongside, hat 

brim pulled to his nose and eyes hidden behind metal-

lic sunglasses. He reins his mount in close. His horse 

yawns, large yellow teeth and long gray tongue on dis-

play. When a convict reaches out, the horse bites his 

hand. On a slight incline, the looker sits on his horse, a 

shotgun holstered, binoculars watching the white uni-

forms. René tells you about being given an all-day row, 

a hoe. Chopping and pulling weeds, sprinkling lye. The 

broomcorn ten-feet-tall, sweaty and greenish-gray, 

like broomsticks stuck in the ground. His deuce is lost 

at the other end of the row. They’re to weed and lye 
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loads the minnow bucket. He comes around and 
slams the trunk, his face registers nothing. Once 
again the shrill humming of locusts into the oven 
of day.

“Let’s go, babe,” he says.
Motes of dust filter through the air. The grass 

turns glassy and polished. Silence rushes in. The 
cold grows. You are frozen. Numb.

You unstick your feet, get back into the car.

“The other theory, promoted by James Blair 
of University College London, holds that 

the fundamental dysfunction lies within the 
amygdala, a small almond-shaped structure 
that plays a critical role in processing emotion 
and mediating fear. Recently, using PET scan-
ning, Blair has shown that activation of the 
amygdala in normal volunteers is involved in 
responding to the sadness and anger of oth-
ers, and he hypothesizes that amygdala dys-
function could explain the lack of fear and 
empathy in psychopaths.”

—Alison Abbott, Nature

“Into the Mind of a Killer”

Parole isn’t freedom. It is drug testing, 
scheduled and random, it’s someone watching 

tar case and unlatch it, touching the fretboard and 
body. Headphones and speakers, tuner and picks 
are snugged in. And music—four cases lined with 
tapes. King Crimson, Audience, Love, Butter-
field Blues Band, Incredible String Band, Fairport 
Convention, It’s A Beautiful Day, old classic tapes, 
impossible to replace. You open a cedar jewelry 
box, octagonal-shaped. A gold nugget chain. A 
pinkie ring. The trunk is loud with the cacophony 
of Mace’s stolen things. But inside you everything 
quiets. The locusts stop their shivering, the heat 
and sun bear down so burning you feel cold. Oth-
er lies wheeze inside.

You’ve discovered a being in pieces—knuck-
lebone and femur, pelvis and tendon. The sun’s 
glare frightens your eyes. You rub them, trying to 
wipe away the sight of what the trunk holds. Ev-
erything seems to unsettle from its foundations, 
the screen door squeaking and snapping, now fly-
ing through the air, the red dust bracing itself for 
a journey, boosting itself up, running, a thousand 
footfalls.

René sees the trunk lid up. He doesn’t break 
stride, lifts the cooler from the backseat, tears the 
bag of Polar Bear ice and fills the cooler. You lis-
ten to the ice fall in. Flying up, falling back as René 

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v410/n6826/full/410296a0.html
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became a Seventh-day Adventist. “After my hus-
band died, I never wanted another man,” she told 
you. “René’s daddy put me through too much.” 
You study photos taken from René’s picture-filled 
shoebox. His father’s face like a bucket floating in 
the bayou, not the first to drown in Dixie beer. 
His handsomeness wasted. Eyes washed out like 
something hot that has cooled down slow.

René drives. It feels like a dead body in the trunk.

You and he don’t speak as the dust churns red be-
hind. Ditches run alongside the road, dry gashes 
without a splinter of grass. The silence grows op-
pressive.

There is the purse you saw last month in the 
backseat. He didn’t try to hide it. A woman’s black 
handbag spewing credit cards, lipstick, and toenail 
polish. Tucked under the seat the gun wrapped in a 
baggie. Your work sandwich is sometimes wrapped 
like that. He told you he’d found them and was 
trying to return them to their owner. And Bren-
da, your work supervisor and friend, whose house 
was robbed the week after René visited to snake 
out her clogged drain. The burglar took her TV, 
her computer and printer, her leather boots, her 

René pee in a cup, and parole officer meetings. 
René’s digging sewer holes is thirsty work and he 
drinks a gallon of water a day, his urine comes up 
flushed. Two flushes equal a positive. Two posi-
tives and his parole will be revoked. His parole of-
ficer keeps telling him to talk about things that 
matter. They don’t like piss when they can’t tell it 
from water.

What was René’s childhood like in shrimp-grass 
Louisiana? You’ve never seen him be rude to his 
mother, a soft-voiced, middle-aged woman with 
striking blue eyes. She believes it was her misfor-
tune to marry the devil himself. The last time the 
police jailed him for drunk and disorderly, René’s 
father climbed into the rafters and jumped for 
the thrill of it and broke both his legs. René ide-
alized him. He claimed to love even the father he 
glimpsed through the keyhole, the father picking 
up a red umbrella and hitting his mother until the 
maple leaves of her screams bled into the couch. 
The father who soaked in bathwater, his brown-
red body tense as a boxer’s, a knife next to his el-
bow on the tub rim, ordering René’s mother to 
sit on the commode and not move. At dawn, his 
mother slept slumped on the commode. Later she 
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“However intelligent, he apparently as-
sumes that other persons are moved by 

and experience only the ghostly facsimiles of 
emotion or pseudoemotion known to him.”

—Hervey Milton Cleckley
The Mask of Sanity, p. 374

René’s not looking at you and usually you 
can’t bear his coldness, but this time you’re 

numb too.
“Well, Miss Detective,” he says, sliding the mir-

ror shades off, “did you find what you were look-
ing for?” He glances at you, his dark eyes like out-
house holes without bottom.

Admit it, you’ve always been a little thrilled by 
his brag, his physical fearlessness, but you believed 
the worst of it, like prison, was behind him. He’d 
grown up and, he had you. You never imagined he 
would steal like this.

“Mace gave me the key to his place. I’m teach-
ing him a lesson,” he says, nonchalantly.

“And so you smashed in his window?” You 
yearn for a glimpse of the truth. Like a green river 
between table rocks.

 “Babe, I’m returning everything to Mace. You 
don’t think I’d steal from a guy in a wheelchair?” 

Mickey Mouse phone, her piggy bank, her show-
er curtain, even the meat in her freezer. Someone 
was having fun. You think of the night at the Hol-
lywood Apartments and a man pounding on your 
door, shouting “Mia! Open up!” A drunk, mis-
takenly thinking he was at his girlfriend’s apart-
ment and trying to beat his way inside, kicked and 
ran at the door. René staying calm suddenly had 
a gun in his hand and braced his shoulder against 
the vibrating, bouncing door. You shouted, “Go 
away! You’ve got the wrong place. Mia doesn’t 
live here!” Over and over “Mia doesn’t live here!” 
René’s finger stayed on the trigger as if he knew 
how to use the gun and soon would. Then at last 
the drunk heard you and vanished into the after-
midnight. You didn’t chastise René about the gun, 
but admired his fearlessness. He was your protec-
tor. How many of the guys you went to college 
with could stay so cool? You did not yet realize he 
is incapable of deep thinking. That his thoughts 
come in small mental packages. You recognized 
only his fearlessness, his physical grace, that you 
counted as a kind of intelligence.

* * *

http://books.google.com/books?id=Wnxc1L4rY5QC&dq=editions:4AvepOQ4AdMC
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robbed, as break-ins seemed to be common in Houston, 

a city built on a swamp where the cholera fires once 

burned night and day, a violent metropolis pulsating 

with immigrants from Mexico and the dying Ameri-

can rust belt. Who are you, Miss Detective? Looking at 

him for the bad seed, when it could be you? Ask him 

about his childhood aspirations. Cattle rustler? Horse 

thief? Stagecoach robber? In the old days they would 

have found him a tree and stretched his neck. Nothing’s 

so desolate as those old sepia tones of a hanged man. 

There were his stories of the penitentiary that held 

such allure for you. What was it about him? His hand-

someness? His strut? Did you need someone cocksure 

to overshadow your cringe? Who can forget the René 

who saved your life when you back-floated out into a 

ship channel near Galveston? Caught in a current you 

couldn’t free yourself of, he dove in and swam you to 

shore, carried you up the barnacle-covered rocks? And 

during the heat wave, remember the time you sailor-

dived into a shallow pool and cut your nose? The way 

he touched your face and said, “Babe, you’re bleeding,” 

and wiped the blood with the ball of his thumb. The 

night the magnolias seemed to stagger from their limbs.

Not a single car at the river in the middle of sum-
mer. The emerald river flows between white tab-

René shakes another Kool King free of his pack, 
lights it. “A guy with Bandito buddies?”

“Mace’s friends will be looking for you. They’ll 
be looking for me too. What were you thinking, 
René?” You want to know.

“I’m thinking about getting us to the river over 
the cracked roads. I’m wondering how big the cat-
fish in the river are. Do I sound like someone who 
just robbed a friend? Now try putting a smile on 
your face. I’m teaching Mace a lesson, babe. Sun-
day night I’m taking all of it back. I swear. This is 
a practical joke. It’s all junk anyway.”

More miles of fences hung with fish heads. The 
heads hooked to the fences mean the catfish swim 
large in these parts. Catfish. The scaleless one 
called the night-hunter who hides in the deep-
water mud, and preys upon frogs and fish, who 
can take small birds. Catfish, touch with their bar-
bells, like eyes on stems. René has told you stories 
of monster catfish said to eat small children. Vam-
pirna catfish with poison spines that hook them-
selves to other fish and gorge on their blood. You 
imagine the underwater world, a frightened exis-
tence, a merciless food chain.

You didn’t question why so many in your life would be 
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You float in the river, the raft under your chest, 
your legs kicking. The cool water reminds you 
of your grandmother’s garden. You imagine 
you’re drifting through the leaves of new lettuce. 
No worms and bugs have yet wheedled into the 
green. Here are the curling potato vines tipped in 
white blossom, sweet corn, new onions with hol-
low stalks you can blow beautiful air through and 
yet make no sound. Tomato vines tangling you 
in warm bitter scent, pea pods and snap beans all 
soon to be ripe. The river garden is pure. You need 
to clean yourself. You are the weakling. The dupe.

Hours pass. He hasn’t returned.

The pale moon rises before you see the yellow 
Mercury raising dust on the rutted road. The 
gravel pops under the car’s tires. You’re sitting on 
the riverbank. Your pulse is beating rapidly. He 
leaves the headlights on. He’s getting out of the 
car, whistling, and rocking his head. He swings 
the minnow bucket, shouldering his fishing pole. 
He lifts the new bag from the Styrofoam bucket. 
Minnows gleam like silver rings inside a cloud of 
turquoise plastic.

You get up. The lid to the trunk is open. You 

let rocks. As the road twists down, you see water-
falls that feed secluded pools. Rock slabs rise from 
the middle of the green water like islands. René 
parks and you both get out. The cottonwoods are 
talking. He unloads the minnow bucket and fish-
ing pole and spreads a blanket over a rock near the 
water. Your flotation raft he unpacks and blows 
up. Then he kneels over the bucket.

“Dead!” he snaps.
The minnows float on their sides.
“It was the heat,” you say.
“Bull. That little girl back there knew they’d die 

the minute my money was in her hand.” Without 
his mirror sunglasses you absorb the glitter of his 
eyes. The reddish cast to his skin turns a bright-
er hue. Like it does when he orders a hamburger 
with ketchup only and it comes dressed in lettuce, 
mayo, and mustard. “Babe, the minnows have to 
swim with the hook. Do you figure one of those 
fat catfish is going to bite on a hook just sitting in 
the water? I’m going back for live minnows. You 
stay here.” He’s angry, truly angry about the min-
nows. He thinks someone has cheated him.

He carries the minnow bucket back to the Mer-
cury. You watch him drive away.

* * *
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robbed at a gas station. Once one of René’s kind 
gets his hooks into you, he plays you out, seeing 
how much you can take.

And now it’s him once again. And the dark place in-

side you where you loved the lover of the lie. You are 

not innocent and that makes it darker, this flat place 

you carry. Yes it’s him, he’s found you again. Did you 

really think you’d escape? Is he still the Mercury with-

out brakes, the bored kid at the grownup opera? Why’d 

you fall for him? The way his arms looked in a long-

sleeved shirt cuffed to the elbow? Later he finagles your 

work number. You hear his voice. The same. But it’s 

you who’ve changed. You have nothing to say to him. 

Whatever power he had over you belongs to the past.

“These often charming—but always dead-
ly—individuals have a clinical name: psy-

chopaths.”
—Robert Hare

Without Conscience, p. 1

H
e warns you to be watchful. One day you’ll see 

him walking toward you on the streets of New 

York City. “I haven’t forgotten you or those drives. The 

stars were so bright I wanted to reach up and pull them 

out of the sky and eat them.”

walk toward it. Except for the spare tire and jack, 
the trunk is empty. No guitar and amplifier, no gig 
bag and picks, no gold nugget bracelet or leather 
jacket scented with musk.

“Where is everything?” your voice shrills. “You 
said you were bringing it back to Mace. You said 
it was a joke. Where is it?” René tries to quiet you, 
to hold you. Your voice goes low, desperate. “You 
hocked everything, didn’t you? Tell me, René, 
what you did.”

Houston. You repay Mace for what René stole, 
paycheck by paycheck, although your dollars can’t 
replace the music collection, any more than mon-
ey can make his body whole. Mace likes to talk 
to you on the phone and asks what a smart girl is 
doing with René. He tells you a biker friend was 
about to hurt René, because everyone knew he 
was a thief. Still you give René a second chance, a 
third chance, until worse things start happening.

Worse things. René will wreck cars, jump from 
second story windows, disappear for days and re-
turn carrying knives and not wearing a shirt un-
der his jacket, he’ll steal doctors’ PDR manuals, 
forge prescriptions, sleep with strange women, 
and cash your tax refund check telling you he was {H}

http://books.google.com/books?id=xfIEVtzj52YC&dq=Without+Conscience&source=gbs_navlinks_s
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Blue, for instance.

Think: Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, Grand Traverse Bay,
damp sand cooling your soles, water
soothing your skin, your spirit.
Ripples, reflected sunlight stings your eyes,
even the memory of it.

Think: ellipse of sky among clouds,
how as you descended Coe Hill you caught
your glimpse, three cloud patterns, three weather formations
shading Otsego’s valleys.

Listen as I list: cobalt, cornflower, delft, indigo,
turquoise, topaz, sapphire,
lapis lazuli.

Listen as blue dissolves into blew or bleu.

Once I overheard my grandmother confess
she sometimes thought she saw
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figures treading the sky, robed men and women
conversing fearlessly. 

My daughter, more fearless than I, loves
bats, snakes, every species of rodent; more observant,
she fingers a stone, whispers lapis lazuli.

Think: snow drifting through dim light, spruce fading into evening as evening
sinks into night.

I say jay and you will recall its squawk, chickadees
fleeing the feeder. You will recall your story,
twelve hawks clawing feathers
from one bloodied jay.

I say heron and you will remember our creek where it curves into the river,
the bird’s calm attention, listening, still,
how gracefully it unfolded
its wings,
disappeared.
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the nuns felt it was fit that we know our history—
Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King, Malcolm X 
(even knucklehead Detroit Red), but rarely mentioned 
we too could be saints. textbooks & stained glass windows
showed us the usual tidy complexions, silken halos, & heavy eyes. 
each saint gripped his weapon of choice, an arrow, a staff, the Word,
but only a few myths told of those with our coloring—
one who offered his modest gifts upon slave ships in Colombia
or the other who ran the snakes out of Ireland, saving that poor nation
of ruddy cheeks & green hillsides from those devious creatures.

so i prayed to be Your instrument. lit candles in my bedroom, 
ran my fingers over cold, plastic rosary beads, memorized novenas 
& obscure prayers that i found in old missals. prayed: make me good, Lord.
my classmates picked confirmation names that could be worn 
without question: Monica, Theresa, Angela, but i, Bernadette, 
needed to be the flower of Your eye, the reason You still hoped 
for the world. prayed: bliss. prayed: mercy. prayed: peace. prayed: beauty. 
prayed selfishly for my uniform to be filled out—big titties & an ass to match. 
prayed: take me, Lord. let me join the intercession. make me worthy.



Journey to the Unknown
Raina Lauren Fields
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Each of us has had our hair pressed and curled, 
or at least a fresh set of cornrows installed for our class trip 
to Baltimore. We are glad to get away from Philly for the day, 
to wave goodbye to our gravel schoolyard, our clothesline
jump ropes sitting in the classroom closet. We throw
on fearlessness like our dingy blouses; we don’t wear it well. 
First stop: the Harbor where we gorge on fried fish, crab cakes, 
and Old Bay seasoned French fries. We listen to the sweet voices
singing in The Fudgery, trying to get us to spend the money
we’ve saved for key chains and cheap jewelry. Next stop: 
The Great Blacks in Wax Museum. We tunnel though 
the dark cavern that is the slave ship, read quick lessons 
on the Middle Passage. Each body is so close. The layers of sweat
dulls complexions at least two shades. That thick tang
of unwashed bodies and shit must make breathing a kind of death.
Down the stairs, we scan the newspaper reports, 
titter at the souvenirs from lynchings: a severed foot, a jar
of eyes, an imperfectly cut-out vagina complete with pubic 
hair. A white man in overalls pulls the still-live fetus from
a woman’s womb. She’s dead, her lynched body burned to a crisp.
Her husband sways next to her, a hole in his pelvis. We are silent,
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slightly reverent, as if we are at mass, although we snicker
at this uncomfortable nudity. Sex is still a myth to most of us.
We ascend to the famous black figures of the Civil Rights Movement,
faces frozen in history. In the gift shop, I finger the souvenirs—
Addy books, postcards of the Harbor’s yachts docked, little black
ragdolls without eyes or mouths. Back on the bus, some of us lean
against the windows, close our eyes, and sleep the two hours
up I-95. That space between our bodies ensures our comfort. 
We can each breathe our own air.
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Formula #10
Jordan Sanderson

Do your best
Not to appear
Edible.  Baffle 
Even the most
Talented chef.
Bind your delicious-
Ness.  Dress brightly,
Like a poison dart
Frog.  Poison the
Wells of your eyes.
If any part of you
Resembles fruit,
Pluck it.  Eat it
Before someone
Sees and makes
An orchard of you.
Be so hot you
Burn even the
Most beautiful
Mouth.
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Formula #11
Jordan Sanderson

The world has been 
handled beyond 
our saving.  A peach
squeezed and 
sniffed and put
back. Eat it 
before it goes 
bad.  The first bite
will close your eyes.
You will be able
to speak even dead
languages.  So you
will know whatever
can be known.  Spit 
the pit where no one 
can find it.
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Formula #12
Jordan Sanderson

Here is everything 
we know about
happiness.  Now,
the market opens
at 6:30 sharp.  
The owners observe
the Sabbath, so appear
to be resting even as you
load your basket so full
it bumps you into others.
Among those others,
there’s bound to be one 
or two who haven’t slept
with anyone since Marvin
Gaye passed.  Careful
with those.  They want
so much they take
pain the wrong way.
Before you leave, you will
encounter the bitterest
person in the world.
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Shade this person like a lemon
tree that has weathered
all sorts of storms.  Let 
your mouth draw.
No one will know
you were there.
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days back?”
“Forget the idea that information is good.”
“Only certain information is good.”
“Certain as in some, not as in a hundred 

percent confirmed…Your job, in a sense…is 
to separate the valuable, pertinent informa-
tion from the pointless information.” 

—Rote IRS Examiner Training Session
The Pale King, p. 340

This is what we know about The Pale King:
•• It is—presumably—the final long prose work 

in semi-publishable to publishable shape begun 
by David Foster Wallace before his suicide by 
hanging in September of 2008.
•• It was created, to some extent, by Michael 

 Pietsch, Wallace’s editor of long standing, who 
read through an indeterminately large num-
ber1 of sections and notes found among Wal-

1•Pietsch’s Editor’s Note refers to “hundreds and hundreds 
of pages….Hard drives, file folders, three-ring binders, spi-
ral-bound notebooks, and floppy disks contain[ing] printed 
chapters, sheaves of handwritten pages, notes, and more.” 
Lev Grossman’s piece in Time (“Unfinished Business” March 
31, 2011) makes specific mention of “328 chapters and drafts 
and fragments.” The press release announcing The Pale King 
calls it a work of “several hundred thousand words,” but, 
presumably, means the forthcoming edited & collated work, 

§1

“The common misapprehension is that a 
messy desk is a sign of a hard worker.”

“Get over the idea that your function here 
is to collect and process as much information 
as possible.”

“The whole mess and disorder of the desk 
on the left is, in fact, due to its excess infor-
mation.”

“A mess is information without value.”
“The whole point of cleaning off a desk is 

to get rid of the information you don’t want 
and keep the information you do want.”

“Who cares which candy wrapper is on top 
of which paper? Who cares which half-crum-
pled memo is trapped between two pages of a 
Revenue Ruling that pertained to a file three 

John Brown Spiers

What You See Is

http://www.powells.com/biblio/18-9780316074230-0
http://books.google.com/books?id=gW0K6X-ThtAC&lpg=PP1&pg=PP5#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2062470,00.html
http://www.thehowlingfantods.com/dfw/the-pale-king/the-pale-king-spring-2010.html
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ology and perseverance of a “heroic editor.”2

•• Whether this work is, in fact, “unfinished,” as 
its subtitle tells us it is, or whether its editor and 
“collaborator” is right, and TPK is “an astonish-
ingly full novel.” But, also, “not by any measure 
a finished work,” a “less-than-final text.”3

•• Whether, “neat stack of manuscript” aside, it’s 
the author’s job to shred, burn, bury, scatter to 
the winds, or otherwise dispose of all versions, 
editions, and copies of all material he doesn’t 
want the world to see, while he still has the en-
ergy to do so, and the ability to decide what he 
wants.4

•• The clarity of what Wallace actually wanted 
to do with The Pale King, since what he actual-
ly did was truncated, and what appears before 
us with the title The Pale King is a collection of 
thoughts in various stages of undress.
•• How heavily the reason for the book’s trun-

cation overshadows the book as a work of art, 
but is nonetheless essential for any discussion 
of the book.

2•James Warner, “David Foster Wallace and the Velveteen 
Rabbit,” Identity Theory, August 12, 2011.
3•TPK, vi, vii, ix.
4•TPK, vi.

lace’s papers, and, without rewriting the mate-
rial, determined its order and shape.
•• It is without conventional plot, built around 

theme rather than event.
•• In this regard, it is not unlike almost all of 

Wallace’s fiction.
•• A list of plot elements in the work includes, 

but is not limited to: mistaken identity; the su-
pernatural; a group of people stuck together 
in a small space; traumatic childhood events; 
metanarrative; ghosts (as distinct from the su-
pernatural); a shadowy group of government 
agents; an IRS agent confessional booth; and 
epiphany.
•• A list of themes in the work includes, but is 

not limited to: isolation; uncertainty; boredom; 
devotion; sacrifice; listlessness; interiority; and 
choice.

This is what is less certain about The Pale King:
•• What its appearance means. Both its literal 
appearance—the fact of its availability—and its 
physical one: a thing wrung from the method-

not the “green duffel bag and two Trader Joe’s sacks heavy 
with manuscripts” that  Pietsch brought back from Wallace’s 
home in California.

http://www.identitytheory.com/david-foster-wallace-velveteen-rabbit/
http://www.identitytheory.com/david-foster-wallace-velveteen-rabbit/
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noteworthy, even celebrated works that were 
left unfinished, deliberately or not.
•• We have to think hard about how well The 

Pale King can stand on its own as a work of art, 
regardless of its author’s suicide, its editor’s nec-
essarily firm hand in creating a structure out of 
pieces that hadn’t been assembled yet, and our 
own role in the birth and presence of a book 
whose existence seems as full of uncertainty as 
its author’s was.
•• Whether the possibility that it can stand on 

its own absolves us from what feels like guilt—
even if it’s guilt over something we can’t quite 
define.
•• And if it can’t, then whether, by obtaining 

the work, let alone reading it, we’ve committed 
a pleasureless sin.

•• How best to go about reviewing or discuss-
ing an unfinished work.
•• The extent to which it is irresponsible to sup-

pose, out loud, about an incomplete book whose 
author killed himself.
•• To which “reviewing” something like that is 

even possible, an attempt even worthwhile.
•• How and where this notion of interpretation 

differs from the basic acts of reading and dis-
cussing, of communal interpretation, around 
which the whole relationship between an au-
thor and his work and that work’s readers is 
based.

It seems as if:
•• We can’t talk about The Pale King without 

talking about its incompleteness;
•• and we can’t talk about that without acknowl-

edging the reason it’s incomplete;
•• but we also can’t talk about an incomplete or 

unfinished work purporting to be a novel with-
out pondering the extent to which any novel is 
ever “finished,”
•• or without further acknowledging the hope-

lessly broad spectrum represented by the word 
“novel,” which spectrum includes plenty of 
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“silent with intent,” which indicates the mood of 
the work’s initial pages and underscores so much 
of what’s to come.6 The crows overhead are si-
lent animals, focused upon their own existence; 
the IRS examiners to come find the same silence 
in theirs, for reasons that range from focus (Shane 
Drinion) to desperate need (Lane Dean, Jr.); Toni 
Ware, a character straight out of Cormac McCar-
thy’s Tennessee novels, is very much the silent, 
inward protector, capable of projecting an inte-
rior violence with a swiftness as breathtaking as 
flight itself. The long list of flora and fauna native 
to central Illinois around which the first pages re-
volve is a daringly restrained gesture from Wal-
lace, an indication of an artist maturing, willing 
to do away with the pyrotechnics of earlier work, 
and let simplicity grow:

shattercane, lamb’s-quarter, cutgrass, sawbrier, 
nut-grass, jimsonweed, wild mint, dandelion, fox-
tail, muscadine, spine-cabbage, goldenrod, creep-
ing charlie, butter-print, nightshade, ragweed, 
wild oat, vetch, butcher grass, invaginate volun-
teer beans 7

6•TPK, 3.
7•TPK, 3.

§2

To try and find out why I wanted to write it.

—Alain Gobbe-Grillet,
on a novelist's  ideal driving force.

For A New Novel, p. 67.

But:
Isn’t The Pale King really good?

A study of the rewards of concentration and 
self-denial that continues from where Infinite Jest 
left off?

A document that contains some of Wallace’s 
most captivating line-by-line work?

As a matter of fact, it is all of those things. Un-
finished or not, tornadic or not, The Pale King con-
tains some truly fine and intriguing and beautiful 
writing, of which the very first section is an un-
usual and poignant representation. At first glance 
it’s little more than the observations of a quiet wit-
ness: “Some crows overhead then, three or four, 
not a murder, on the wing…corn-bound for the 
pasture’s wire beyond which one horse smells at 
the other’s behind, the lead horse’s tail obligingly 
lifted.”5 The sentence hinges on the elided phrase 
5•TPK, 3-4.

http://books.google.com/books/about/For_a_New_Novel.html?id=jPJQWrtpIuIC
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cane? Shaped like an old man’s walking stick? Is it 
fragile or brittle? What verdant, non-Vietnamese 
associations do we have with creeping charlie?

What are these things, that the land around us 
offers? How often have we driven by or walked 
through or mowed down that which we don’t 
take the time to understand on even a surface lev-
el? These are questions that The Pale King implies 
and asks outright. It wants us to pay attention to 
ourselves and to the things around us, to separate 
the important from the not and to be sure that 
we have the intelligence to make the distinction. 
Wild growth isn’t particularly important.

We think.
Its presence or absence might not have much of 

an influence over our day-to-day existence.
What if it did, though? How would we know 

what to call it when it was gone?
It’s this level of detail—both real and suggest-

ed—that makes “Irreverent” Chris Fogle’s 98-page 
monologue probably the finest single thing ever 
published with Wallace’s name on it. It’s a metic-
ulously, grindingly paced recollection, saturated 
with the dramatic heft of the everyday and the im-
plicative weight of a well-crafted novel; its simple 
persistence and length coax frustrated sighs from 

Stare at that awhile. Until the extent of its signif-
icance begins to make itself clear. How many of 
the things on this list can you identify? And by 
“you” I mean you the person who’s purchased and 
opened The Pale King and begun to consume it.

If you’re a city-dweller you’ve seen dandelions, 
and probably mint of some kind; you know what 
beans look like (you might ask whether “volun-
teer” refers to a specific type of bean, or to some-
thing else entirely); and you’ve maybe seen foxtail 
or jimsonweed on a country drive, or when you 
were a kid. If you’re an avid gardener you might 
know muscadines from your own vines, you’ve 
maybe tilled under your fair share of wild oats or 
butcher grass or goldenrod—but that’s about half 
the list. How many of those items do you know, on 
your own?

How many can you see in your mind’s eye with-
out outside assistance?

Does lamb’s-quarter look like a lamb—is it 
woolly and soft? How much do “woolly and soft” 
tell you about its appearance (if it even is those 
things)? Does “cutgrass” refer to a specific type of 
grass, or to exactly what it sounds like? How’s it 
different from butcher grass? Shattercane—there’s 
a beautiful word. Is it a sweet delight, like sugar-
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that transformed him—though it did so at the rate 
of his own narrative, which means it took sever-
al more days (and 18 pages), after the moment it-
self, to finish—and the steady breathlessness of his 
voice is as engaging as any Wallace ever wrote.

The ballsy innocuousness of Fogle’s answer to 
a seemingly benign question—one asked off the 
page—further calls to mind the level of engage-
ment necessary for a complete interaction with 
the world, and the level at which we tend to expe-
rience it.

Consider, as a related example, the question 
“How are you doing?” Which we make a state-
ment of: we present the interrogative as a greet-
ing, to be used in passing on the sidewalk. We 
don’t expect an actual answer in response to the 
actual words we just said. The acquaintance, the 
stranger, says “Hey.”

Or they say “How are you.”
Or just smile.
In which case, the initial question and its re-

sponse signify nothing. The question is a state-
ment; the responses are relevant only because 
they acknowledge an acknowledgement. The dif-
ference between “How are you doing?” and “Hey,” 
and a pair of grunts, is minimal.

the reader as easily as they do the revelation of 
empathy. The plot device that makes it possible 
is one Wallace has long experience with: the con-
fessional. He used it as a series of one-way inter-
rogations to frame Brief Interviews With  Hideous 

Men; in Infinite Jest, it takes the form of both AA 
meetings and Don Gately’s late night rap sessions 
with Ennet House residents. The Pale King’s booth 
is manned by a group of IRS agents filming oth-
er agents explaining, for a training video, why 
they got into this particular service. The agents in 
charge of the video camera, paid by the hour and 
without external responsibility, have no reason 
to cut off anyone who won’t stop talking and go 
back to work. The supplicants’ stories give us a lot 
of the novel’s backstory and thematic complexity; 
Pietsch sprinkles them throughout the first half of 
The Pale King to keep our eyelids up. But there’s 
no sprinkling Fogle’s brick—you’re either with 
it or you aren’t, and I’d wager that most of those 
who aren’t also aren’t going to get invested in the 
rest of the novel. In many ways, it’s The Pale King 
in miniature. Fogle gives us the minutiae of what 
led him to the IRS, his whole tragic family histo-
ry and wasteoid college years and sense of direc-
tionlessness and the genuinely epiphanic moment 
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for you, then a related section at the end of the 
novel—involving Shane Drinion, intense con-
centration, and unexplained levitation—probably 
won’t work, either. But I doubt that it’s because 
the writing in these sections is boring, which it 
very much isn’t. Or because the events the writing 
depicts are dull. The supernatural, when given by 
an author the same credence his readers grant the 
everyday, is never dull.

I suspect that almost all of the boring-ness of 
The Pale King has to do with the same basic rea-
son we shy away or run screaming from sentenc-
es that span an entire paragraph, from paragraphs 
that begin on one page and don’t end after we’ve 
turned to a new set of pages. Or from stories that 
take fewer turns than we can remember without 
stopping to think. It’s because this type of story-
telling requires a breathlessness.

The ability not to hold our breath, but to trust 
in the writer’s ability to breathe for us.

It isn’t just restlessness that we feel when we 
skip ahead in the book to see where the sentence 
ends, when the paragraph terminates. It’s real 
dread. The same thing we feel when underwater 
for just a little bit too long.

What The Pale King has in mind is an applica-

We don’t really expect a contextual answer 
when we ask anyone “How are you doing?” Even 
around friends, our response is narrowed and di-
luted by other demands: our friends’ moods; our 
own plans; our own willingness to dive headfirst 
into what’s bothering us today.

And when we do indulge ourselves, sharing ev-
ery agonizing, joyous detail, we can almost always 
note the exact moment when our audience’s at-
tention shifted to other things.

Fogle’s monologue is a very literal response to 
a very similar question: “How did you start work-
ing for the IRS?” He isn’t skipping out on work 
by giving such a long answer. The nickname “Ir-
reverent” predates this particular confession. A 
genuine, honest-to-God, thorough answer to the 
question he’s asked probably involves context al-
most on the level of “Good Old Neon.” It is: in-
tense. Quiet intensity is what Fogle projects. And 
we can’t treat the question the same way. Because 
we have work to do, people to see, sleep to get. 
Any number of things. Our own lengthy (but not 
necessarily complex) answers to simple (but not 
necessarily easy) questions can very, very rarely 
take the shape they want to.

Fogle’s does. And if his 98 pages are too much 
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tions are the ones he revised, and which of those 
were a part of the two hundred page stack of paper 
he left on his desk in the garage.)

Nor were all of his ideas brilliant and worth fol-
lowing through on. One of The Pale King’s central 
conceits—that the novel is a memoir written by a 
fictional David Foster Wallace, who is confused, 
on his first day of work at the IRS facility in Peo-
ria, IL, with another, high-ranking David Foster 
Wallace—is amusing enough when boiled down to 
a two-line summary, but becomes tiresome when 
executed, and, before long, turns knuckle-chew-
ingly dumb. The sections of the novel narrated 
by the fictional DFW employ all the self-referen-
tial, self-congratulatory, story-defeating tactics of 
the postmodernism Wallace spent the 80s shun-
ning and the 90s speaking out against, and do so 
to such unentertaining, unengaging ends that we 
are forced to wonder something obvious, and no 
less spiteful for its obviousness:

Had he lived, surely Wallace would have cut all 
this crap, right?

What good does it do this novel to have a 
 po-mo/memoir frame around it, when it has so 
much else going on inside where that frame is 
supposed to be? The fictional Wallace spends his 

tion upon the real world of the same bond that 
the reader and writer share: a trust that the writer 
will breathe for you during the hopeless passages.

The trust that the creator of this moment can 
see you through it, and that, once the moment is 
past, your dread will vanish like a bad dream in 
the shower.

And when I say “basic,” I mean “essential.”
By “reason” I mean “life.”
So, then: what to do with the those genuinely 

dull moments?
The ones that fatigue and underwhelm? Be-

cause those sections sure are there.
Is it acceptable that a novel that explores the 

causes of and possibilities for boredom be some-
what boring itself? Does it mean that Wallace 
“succeeded”?

Well: How many novels contain zero boring 
sections?

When have novels ever been about hitting spe-
cific nails on exact heads?

The understanding that there is detritus among 
the tornado of The Pale King should come as a 
shock to precisely no one. Wallace wasn’t a God, 
and his first drafts weren’t golden.

(We don’t even know which among these sec-
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because we wish, while reading his introduction, 
that we had his scarring, life-altering acne, too, if 
having it could be a trade for never having had to 
read such a clunky, pointlessly expository, over-
footnoted section, at all.

Do these feelings make the existence of the sec-
tions the feelings evoke OK? Is it OK for some-
thing that’s supposed to be unrewarding and 
dumb to, in fact, be those things? If there was ever 
a writer who appreciated the likelihood that not 
everything engaging about fiction needed to be 
entertaining, that not every entertaining story, 
no matter how well-told, was worth the time it 
took to hear it told, it was Wallace. The distinc-
tion with these specific sections is between “bor-
ing” and “dumb.” Even including the grace granted 
an “unfinished” novel’s loose ends, it’s difficult to 
see why Wallace indulged so heavily in the tricks 
he put to bed in his own work with “Westward 
the Course of Empire Takes Its Way.”

I don’t doubt that there is a well-reasoned and 
completely sensible argument to be made in fa-
vor of these sections—and, to be clear, they make 
up a comparatively small percentage of the whole 
book. But it seems equally reasonable to point out 
the shortcomings of a work, regardless of wheth-

sections introducing himself and explaining why, 
for legal reasons, his story has to be classified as a 
work of fiction, even though it’s really a memoir; 
then, he sits in a car on the poorly planned and 
more poorly paved and expanded-upon Self Stor-
age Parkway (plus access road) which leads to the 
IRS complex. (He also gets an unintended blow-
job.) Plot-wise, that’s all this Wallace is up to. The 
fiction/non-fiction line is one worth toying with 
and kicking dirt on top of, but what we have is all 
we have, and the line remains intact in spite of the 
few weak volleys Wallace makes in its direction.

Or maybe he would have expanded these sec-
tions—greatly—and written new ones, and justi-
fied their existence with a brilliant reconsideration 
of the line between, the role of labels in literature, 
his own image and his awareness of the gener-
al perception of that image. Yes? Maybe? But: he 
didn’t. What we have is what we have. There’s 
nothing more. And what there is conveys the ex-
perience of sitting in a cramped car, on a summer 
day, sweating into the awful shroud of a corduroy 
suit, only in that you wish they both would just 
fucking end as soon as possible, already. It shows 
us how uncomfortable it must have felt to be the 
fictional Wallace that the real Wallace portrays 
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§3

Meaning, ultimately, is a matter of adjacent data.

—David Shields
Reality Hunger, Note #330.

We have learned more about Wallace in 
the wake of his death than we knew about 

him, concretely, in his lifetime, which is a strange 
thing to realize. And paradoxical: That this man, 
who tried as hard as he did to convey meaning and 
experience through the insufficient vessel of lan-
guage, is now reduced to facts, statements, and 
impressions. To some awful extent, these are all 
we ever have of a person. They mean less with-
out the force of life behind them. Less than when 
we knew the life was still there. Could have, con-
ceivably, talked with him ourselves. Words can 
live on the page, and in actions; the circuit of 
work → reader is still there, but the initial impetus, 
the reason for the words’ being, isn’t.

Well: so?
Why does the composer need to be alive for his 

work to be a vibrant, shining thing? More com-
posers of brilliant works are no longer around to 
respond to questions by postcard than remain with 

er that work is about “boredom,” or not. What 
The Pale King deals with is the notion that bore-
dom is an integral part of everyday life, and that 
it might be unhealthy to overlook the integrity of 
discomfort in favor of a momentary happiness. It 
is a very long book—which means it is physical-
ly demanding, difficult to turn all the pages of—
and it is a challenging one—this is a mental hurdle, 
which suggests that the act of interpretation is not 
immediate, takes time. You will want to give up. 
Will feel as if you cannot stomach another clause. 
If you’re willing to engage with the book, and try 
to figure out how it wants to be read, it becomes 
like any other work. The work you will put into 
moving and interpreting will be rewarded. The 
best, most flattering thing there is to say about 
The Pale King is the same best and most flatter-
ing thing to say about Infinite Jest, about any book 
that exists as a novel—and that is that the book is 
worth the effort it demands.

http://books.google.com/books/about/Reality_Hunger.html?id=yXfi3PfMI0kC
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can understand about his feelings or motivation. 
Suicide is a self-justifying act: carrying it out suc-
cessfully means that the notion made just enough 
sense to the only person for whom it needed to.

How bad is it inside? Bad enough that I would 
do this.

None of these unbridgeable gaps in our knowl-
edge are ironic. It makes perfect sense that we 
can go as far as our imaginations are willing to be 
carried by the pages Wallace wrote, and no far-
ther. That distance is the only place that anyone’s 
words can lead anyone else, whether that anyone 
is as meticulous and digressive as Wallace, or not. 
Words, when they are at their most transcendent, 
inspire those lucky enough to capture them to in-
credible, incandescent precision. They can stimu-
late an audience to dizzying connectivity: to the 
moment when the awesome purity and force of 
the truth we’ve just been presented with compels 
us to jump up and down and shout acknowledg-
ment into the world. When do readers ever re-

act to an author’s words, except when sharing the 
words’ emotional resonance? The ways the words 
charged them, made them think and act differ-
ently, got them to reconsider things about them-
selves they didn’t want to reconsider, or hadn’t 

us, whether eager and willing to do so or comfort-
ably aloof from the notion.

But then why does it feel different with Wal-
lace?

Is it simply because no one beyond those close 
to him knew how he was doing, as his life neared 
the end no one saw coming?

Or because four years simply isn’t a very long 
time?

Or because Wallace has now been reduced—
there is no other word for it—to the level of a 
text? Vibrant, yes; generous, certainly; but, at last: 
closed?

Something that we have to mine for clues, pos-
sibilities, developments? No longer a person: a 
collection of ideas, instead?

Does this just feel different, or is it actually so?
It’s not ironic that the writings of a man deep-

ly harassed by interior chaos, many of those writ-
ings about people harassed similarly, have led us to 
want to understand that chaos. It’s not ironic that 
we are as helpless to know how he felt, essentially, 
as we are to communicate our own essential joys 
and agonies. Nor is it ironic that his last act says 
both everything we need to know about how he 
felt and why he did it, and absolutely nothing we 
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consider the following: There are nine referenc-
es, in the The Pale King, to David Foster Wallace’s 
death, whether outright, peripheral, or allusive.

1. Front flap: “The Pale King remained unfinished at 
the time of David Foster Wallace’s death…”

2. Copyright page, first line: “Copyright © 2011 by 
David Foster Wallace Literary Trust.”

3. Page vi, “Editor’s Note”: “At the time of David’s 
death, in September 2008…”

4. Ibid: “…inside this world that David had made I 
felt as if I were in his presence, and was able to for-
get the awful fact of his death.”

5. Page vii: “Working on [The Pale King] was the best 
act of loving remembrance I was capable of.”

6. Page ix: “These and dozens of other repetitions 
and draft sloppinesses would have been corrected 
and honed had David continued writing The Pale 

King. But he did not.”
7. Page x: “David, alas, isn’t here to stop us from read-

ing, or forgive us for wanting to.”
8. Page 548, “About the Author”: “He died in 2008, 

leaving behind unpublished work of which The 

Pale King is a part.”
9. Back flap: “He died in 2008, leaving behind un-

published work of which The Pale King is a part.”

The number of references in the same text, 
whether outright, peripheral, or allusive, to Wal-

known they should have? Wallace wrote a lot of 
words like these.

Which is why it’s somewhat shocking, and bor-
derline alarming, to note the absence of the rea-
son for Wallace’s death within the confines of The 

Pale King, almost certainly his final work.
The work wouldn’t exist, in its current form, 

were it not for his death.
These are two opposing forces.
The novel itself is unpolished text and collab-

orative control operating right alongside presen-
tation and packaging—and those latter elements, 
in tandem with marketing and publicity, are what 
guide potential readers through the front doors 
of the bookstore (or, if you absolutely must, from 
the browser’s home page to the bookseller’s site); 
hold, or don’t hold, their attention as they sur-
vey the selection; and get them from the stack of 
fresh copies to the cash register, with their own 
copy of this publication in their hand. The con-
sideration for The Pale King, outside of whichever 
wishes Wallace’s family expressed and the persis-
tence with which they expressed them, is geared 
toward a broad audience, one not necessarily fa-
miliar with Wallace’s earlier work.

This is not, immediately, a bad thing. But re-
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more than any other fact does. It seems less cru-
cial to an understanding of him and of the worlds, 
so often wracked with psychic pain, that he de-
picts in his fiction, and more necessary for, plain 
and simple, as complete an understanding of him 
as packaging and presentation can offer. It’s the 
absence of punctuation, of the grammatically ap-
propriate final clause, at the conclusion of a sen-
tence. Why? What about this decision? It isn’t the 
work; it’s in the work. The life is to the work as 
ink is to the page.

The canonization currently underway is not 
particularly surprising. Over the last four years, 
people have poured out their grief and frustration; 
people have discovered Wallace, and expressed 
regret at not having done so sooner; his influ-
ence still spreads. This will happen for a while. 
There will be an inevitable backlash, as Wallace’s 
presence reaches, then passes, a point of satura-
tion. That will persist for as long as it does. After 
it, something else will happen.

If that description sounds hopelessly vague, 
think of it as an attempt at leaving future inter-
preters alone. And I’m not talking in terms of pos-
terity, or Legacy. Except to suggest that the cir-
cumstances of Wallace’s death are not themselves 

lace’s suicide, is zero.
If his suicide is as integral to an understanding 

of his life and life’s work as the current re-imagin-
ing of those subjects’ trajectories thinks it is, then I 
submit that keeping it a secret, at least within The 

Pale King, only lengthens that shadow. “Death” is 
one thing, but the air of solemnity and mystery 
that surround Wallace’s presence both before 
(front flap + Editor’s Note) and after (About the 
Author + back flap) The Pale King—which pres-
ence literally begins and ends the book—beg ques-
tions that the work doesn’t go on to answer.

Such as: How did the young-looking guy in this 
author photo die?

And: Why are we hearing about his death so 
often?

And: what’s the “awful fact” of it? Is it simply 
that he died?

Died what appears to be rather young?
I’m trying to think not about people reading the 

book now, or a few years from now, but a genera-
tion or two from now—people who’ll read about 
the memory cards whose capacity is measured in 
megabytes in Infinite Jest and marvel at the naïveté 
of writers 25 or 50 years earlier.

Wallace’s suicide doesn’t sum up his life any 
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with Wallace’s name and estate and Legacy looks a 
little bit like whitewashing, and that fills me with 
a specific fear. It means I have to think further 
and harder about the steady release of items by 
and about Wallace in the wake of his death than I 
thought I would have to. What’s happening right 
now is a rush in Wallace Studies. Part of the rea-
son for this rush is an appreciation of the Great 
Man’s words. Undoubtedly.

But this is a man who, in a twenty-one year 
career in major publishing, produced nine full-
length works, every one of which gives evidence 
of having been crafted—thought through as falli-
bly as possible, and then released into the world, to 
be supported by a handful of interviews and read-
ings. There have been, by my count, seven major 
releases by or about Wallace in the four years and 
a season since his suicide, and at least one or two 
more tentatively announced, meaning that at the 
present rate David Foster Wallace could soon and 
easily become the Jimi Hendrix of late 20th- and 
early 21st-century literature. He had a longer ca-
reer than Hendrix, but existed on a smaller, less 
visible scale. His current existence under a micro-
scope could only have happened after his death.

Thinking about this, I have to feel a little icky. 

mysterious, nor are they difficult to find. Every 
single article I have read about The Pale King—ev-
ery article, review, consideration, and explora-
tion—mentions either Wallace’s death, which 
echoes the book’s repetitions and deepens the con-
fusion for anyone unaware, or his suicide. Finding 
out about it secondhand seems like a particularly 
jarring way to get clarification.8 The unfinished 
work and the means that brought it about are in-
extricable, now, and are always going to be.

Is it the fear that suicide is an “immoral” death? 
A taboo to be glossed over? It might be better, if 
that’s the case. If it’s not, then what is happening 

8•A sample might include Benjamin Alsup's piece for Es-

quire (“Saint David Foster Wallace and The Pale King” March 
15, 2011): “This sadness, of course, has something (or proba-
bly a lot) to do with David Foster Wallace's suicide by hang-
ing in 2008”; Colin Waters, who wrote the following at Her-

ald Scotland (“The Pale King” April 4, 2011): “One suspects the 
novel, had Wallace not taken his life, would have been twice 
as long, closer in length to his previous magnum opus, Infi-

nite Jest”; and Garth Risk Halberg's summation for New York 

Magazine (“Death and Taxes” April 1, 2011): “At what point 
did an unfinished manuscript by a writer of avant-garde 
commitments and Rogetian prolixity and high Heidegge-
rian seriousness (and footnotes) become a genuine pop-cul-
tural event? The answer surely has something to do with 
the grim face of Wallace's 2008 suicide, at age 46.”

http://www.esquire.com/fiction/book-review/the-pale-king-review-0411-5402611
http://www.heraldscotland.com/arts-ents/non-fiction-reviews/the-pale-king-1.1094461
http://nymag.com/arts/books/reviews/david-foster-wallace-2011-4/
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cess the words themselves.
And to remember that its text—the commence-

ment address Wallace delivered to Kenyon Col-
lege’s class of 2005—was already a growing inter-
net presence, a thing people were aware of, even 
if most of its audience knew it only anecdotally, 
before Wallace killed himself.

And yet: There are three specific references to 
suicide in that address.

1. “It is not the least bit coincidental that adults who 
commit suicide with firearms almost always shoot 
themselves in: the head.”

2. “They shoot the terrible master.”
3. “And the truth is that most of these suicides are ac-

tually dead long before they pull the trigger.”9

The first and third of these references made it 
through, intact. The second did not. It is omitted 
completely. Why? Is “the terrible master” too ter-
rible a phrase for a book’s audience? Does it hit 
too deeply for those at Little, Brown who knew 
Wallace, worked with him, worked on this book 
without him? If so—why do the specific mentions 
of suicide remain? The whole section could be re-
9•There are several sources for the original Kenyon com-
mencement address. The quotes above come from More In-

telligent Life (“David Foster Wallace, In His Own Words” 
September 19, 2008).

Not because it’s not what Wallace would have 
wanted anyone to feel about him; it may have been. 
What I know is that everything I can recognize in 
the effect of his writing on my thoughts wants me 
to be very skeptical about rushes of any kind. Lit-
erature is about the depth and scope of experience. 
Book reviews regularly emerge a year or two after 
their subjects do. Nothing about the work Wallace 
produced comes quickly, except perhaps the pace 
at which one tears through it. But, there’s pesky 
Literature again, inviting a rereading. It’s always 
the second read that solves some of the myster-
ies of the first, deepens others. Rereading a work 
takes careful time.

It’s much easier to spend that time on other 
things. I would like very much to take This Is Wa-

ter—the first of the post-suicide publications, the 
most poignant one, the one most clearly rush-re-
leased—at face value, as a nice way to pay tribute 
to a beautiful and calm meditation on the complex 
and agonizing challenge that is commonplace ex-
istence.

That its layout, each sentence captured on a 
page of its own, is in turn a beautiful example of 
the form of the speech mirroring its content, a 
helpful indication of how to both read and pro-

http://moreintelligentlife.com/story/david-foster-wallace-in-his-own-words
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“Zero drafts” the manuscript contained?11 It seems 
likely that they’re in there, mixed in with frag-
ments and polished things and everything else 
Wallace left. Couldn’t it be rewarding, amazing, at 
the very least interesting, to see what a “sloppy” 
Wallace draft looked like, labeled as such? Is the 
thought that Wallace has to be represented at his 
best, and anything that looks less than his best has 
to be fed to the wastebasket?

Where is the line, between the presentation of 
an image and the remaking of one? The posthu-
mous assembly of a manuscript is a fictional conceit 
worthy of Wallace himself. It presents an oppor-
tunity to shatter any of the reader’s long-standing 
or firmly-held beliefs about linearity and arc and 
to explore the different ways that the position of 
information enables us to derive meaning from it, 
allows us to derive that meaning, influences what 
we derive from it. It also allows us, in this case, 
to explore and honor the novel as it exists, in its 
rawest, most long-winded, most vulnerable form. 
That the conceit turned out not to be a conceit at 
all, but an actual challenge, a series of real deci-
sions that someone needed to make in order for 
the work to take some shape, is the greatest of the 
11•TPK, ix.

moved from the body of the essay without sac-
rificing structure or message. If you’re looking 
to edit, why leave in the point-blank references 
and take out the one strange, mysterious mention 
of the abyss that can lurk inside a head? Wallace 
didn’t shoot himself in the head. He hung himself 
from the neck. Did the sentence get cut because 
Wallace suffered from depression?

Why remove any of the sentences from such a 
brief address—one already given at the “Signifi-
cant Occasion” even the book’s title acknowledg-
es?

I’m reminded of a quote from Lev Grossman’s 
article in Time magazine:

“[Pietsch] edited [The Pale King] as little as pos-
sible, but some chapters didn’t have proper end-
ings—they just trailed off midparagraph—and Pi-
etsch had to choose a spot and then snip them off 
cleanly.”10

I wonder why he, or anyone else, had to choose 
any spots for snipping. After all—The Pale King’s 
creation story is built into its narrative.

This doesn’t seem like nit-picking.
Would Wallace’s memory be dishonored if The 

Pale King showcased any of the apparently sloppy 
10•“Unfinished Business” (cited above).

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2062470,00.html
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ly, the subtitle An Unfinished Novel.”13

This doesn’t make the book easier to deal with.
What’s most problematic, most bizarre, and 

most troubling about Wallace as a topic and, in 
particular, The Pale King as a subject, is that the 
reason for The Pale King’s existence seems to have 
supplanted our ability to speak authoritative-
ly about it, the way that reviewers, critics, think-
ers, discoursers need to be able to. It’s partly about 
Wallace’s suicide; more than that, it’s about the 
death and premature unleashing of The Pale King 
upon us. The book isn’t “finished,” but it is, accord-
ing to Pietsch, “complete,” and, while that should 
be good enough for a work of art, the book isn’t 
yet an authority on itself, so we can’t be authorities 
on it, either. We can’t say “X means Y;” everything 
is hedged with the conditional tense, with specu-
lation, with possibility. For right now, this is just 
a thing to note, in the same way that we note what 
a finished Pale King might have done, or what else 
a live Wallace might have produced. Speculation 
leaves a void, as well, in us. What good does it to 
us to wonder?

But: How can we not?
13•Time: “Unfinished Business” (cited above); New York 

Times: “David Foster Wallace: The Last Audit” April 14, 2011.

tragedies related strictly to the novel.
And a novel can, of course, be fragmented, jag-

gedly structured, cobbled together, shattered and 
then reassembled. Infinite Jest is a prime example of 
this kind of document. With its long introduction, 
eschewing of conventional plot, “anti” climax, and 
overall heft, it’s at once an anti-novel and an ar-
chetype. As a story made of stories, with all the 
digressions and joviality and sentiment that the 
word “story” represents, IJ has more in common 
with Don Quixote than any openly experimental or 
avant-garde work we might name. Most of The 

Pale King’s reviewers refer, at least implicitly, to 
the connections between the disparate terms we 
use to refer to novels; Johnathan Segura’s review 
for Publisher’s Weekly praises “one hell of a docu-
ment” before going on to refer to a “novel” and 
a “narrative.”12 Grossman’s Time magazine piece 
calls it “a remarkable document,” and Tom Mc-
Carthy’s New York Times consideration begins 
with a carefully balanced statement of intent: “It 
seems to me there are two ways of understanding 
the document…that…is now being published un-
der the title The Pale King, and, just as significant-
12•“'The Pale King' by David Foster Wallace: The 'PW' Re-
view” March 14, 2011.

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2062470,00.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/books/review/book-review-the-pale-king-by-david-foster-wallace.html?_r=1&
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/publisher-news/article/46462-the-pale-king-by-david-foster-wallace-the-pw-review.html
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/publisher-news/article/46462-the-pale-king-by-david-foster-wallace-the-pw-review.html
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Or where he's overly sincere: a heartfelt pres-
ence, but so suffused with well-meaning and what 
gets interpreted as sentimentality that you get eye-
strain from rolling them so much. Someone it's 
impossible to imagine having a conversation with, 
since you'd spend the whole time just trying not 
to offend the tender guy.

Or, finally and terribly, just full of himself. A 
thesaurus without a penis. A show-off whose es-
says are too chock full of dated references to be 
understood. Whose fiction, its root details based 
on an understanding of the culture that spawned 
the dated references, is an untranslatable mess.  
Whose anthologized works need so many explan-

§4

It was sorrowful to think how many days, 
and weeks, and months, and years of toil 

had been wasted on these musty papers, 
which were now only an encumbrance on 
earth, and were hidden away in this forgotten 
corner, never more to be glanced at by human 
eyes. But then, what reams of other manu-
scripts—filled, not with the dullness of official 
formalities, but with the thought of inventive 
brains and the rich effusion of deep hearts—
had gone equally to oblivion; and that, more-
over, without serving a purpose in their day, 
as these heaped-up papers had, and—saddest 
of all—without purchasing for their writers 
the comfortable livelihood which the clerks 
of the Custom House had gained by these 
worthless scratchings of the pen.

—Nathaniel Hawthorne,
“The Custom-House”

The Scarlet Letter, pp. 36-37

It's easy to envision a scenario in which Wal-
lace will be, for any future generation, too hard. 

Wordy; roundabout; redundant, not worth the ef-
fort. A figure for composition teachers to mock 
effortlessly during sentence-slimming exercises. 

It's easy to envision 
a scenario in which 
Wallace will be, for 
any future generation, 

too hard.

http://books.google.com/books?id=jJ-s8snbHCIC&pg=PA5#v=onepage&q&f=false
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to be as wide and steady as it has been. There is a 
Wallace industry, and right now it belches smoke 
from tall stacks.

What did 46 turn out to be? The single lifetime 
with him that we got. We have that much. No 
matter how much we may want more. Or what 
more we may want. What we have is a lifetime: 
entire constellations of thought, waiting for our 
designs to be traced upon them.

They're fixed upon the page, the only place they 
can ever be—and are all we'll ever know for sure, 
the words, though what they can do for us will 
not always be what we want.

atory footnotes that the original footnotes get 
skipped over entirely.

It's also as useless to try and predict any future 
as it is to try and engineer it.

It might be enough to say, in this case, that The 

Pale King need never have been “finished,” in the 
conventional sense of the word. It need only have 
had its creator's permission to enter the world on 
whichever part of his creation was supposed to be 
feet.

If a novel can be just about anything, then it 
doesn't matter that Wallace never “finished” this 
one. His suicide was the work's blessing.

We expect a 46-year-old to be—what? Halfway 
through? To have a whole other life's output still 
churning inside him.

Not to be gathered—no matter the intent of the 
gatherers—and offered, as if to bolster what we 
knew of with cobbled bits from the ruin of what 
already was.

We would all be fools for cutting off the flow of 
ungathered works he wrote, interviews he gave, 
papers written about him, thoughts had about 
him. All the memories and anecdotes and tributes, 
and the roundtables and public discussions and 
errata. Just as we are fools for needing the flow 

{H}
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perhaps more vociferous) group has formed to 
defend the “written word” against the onslaught 
of digital blathering and instant online opinion-
ating.

We believe this so-called debate is not just false, 
but silly.

Words typed on a computer are no less “writ-
ten” than words in any book. But no revolution 
in medium, such as the internet, will destroy our 

human interest in literature—in narratives, ideas, 
and experiences of beauty.

We ought not, and veritably need not, aban-
don the mores and norms of print just because we 
may be creating pieces for the web. That an Ama-
zon Kindle® can hold hundreds of books and yet 
weigh less than a pound is indeed amazing, but 
why must we sacrifice considered and coherent 
book design in order to achieve such a dazzling 

We exist in two worlds and in one. We 
were born in the analog world but grew 

up in the digital; we were born in the 20th centu-
ry and came of age in the 21st. And yet it has al-
ways been our world, our time: We never left the 
analog even as we absorbed ourselves in the digi-
tal, and we never forgot the 20th century even as 
we embraced the 21st.

For decades, since at least the 1930s, augurs of 
utopian and apocalyptic bents have foretold the 
death of print. In recent years, as technology has 
finally caught up to the dreams of technophiles 
and the nightmares of technophobes, this proph-
esied demise of ink on paper has seemed ever clos-
er to ever larger groups of critics, talking heads, 
and self-satisfied pundits. A much smaller (but 

The Editors

Why We 
Hyphen-
ate

We believe this so-
called debate is not 

just false, but silly.
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the other hand a digital copy of the print magazine 
is placed on the web complete with portrait-ori-
ented pages, even though nearly all digital screens 
are landscape-oriented.1 The former allows the 
web to eviscerate the form of the print version. 
The latter forces the print version into the decid-

edly non-print environment of the 
web.

Almost two years ago, our first dis-
cussions of ideas that would become 
Hyphenate began with this frustra-
tion with the way writing is typically 
displayed online. Our objection was 
not merely aesthetic: good design 
connects us to the things we use, and 
bad design distances us from those 
things. Literature was being contort-
ed to fit the web, and as a result we 
were becoming more removed from 
the very words, images, and ideas 

that we most wanted to be close to.
To be clear, design is all about context, and the 

web is not bad design for all things. The modern 
web was built around speed, was designed to be 
updated frequently and with little technical ex-
1 Or, at least, can be so oriented, as with mobile devices.

feat? Because screens come in myriad sizes, those 
who work with digital text have come to believe 
that they should leave layout and design to each 
device, resulting in a cacophony of styles and aes-
thetics. We know what it means to say we have 
read 75 pages, but what does it mean to have read 
30% of a book?

Hyphenate evolved from this con-
tradiction: we love what print does 
to text, how it corrals it and com-
poses it, how it requires consider-
ation and forethought; but we also 
love what the web does to informa-
tion, how it can allow anyone to dis-
tribute their work—writing, images, 
videos, sounds—around the world, 
essentially for free. The print and the 
web world have been seen as whol-
ly separate, and indeed competing, 
realms, but we are not satisfied with 
such a simplistic view.

Even when attempts have been made to put 
print-material on the web, they nearly always 
seem, to us, clunky; on the one hand, stories that 
might be 10 pages in a magazine are put in one 
continuous column of text on the web, while on 

We love what 

PRInT 
does to text, but we 
also love what the

WEB
does to information.
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More time. And something that demands more 
time should look like it demands more time, 
should look like every individual piece took time 
to compose, to edit, and to design. In other words: 
it should go a bit beyond a cascading stylesheet. 

If you look around on the web, and if you pay 
a particular attention to text, you will notice that 
hardly anything online is hyphenated. Most every-
thing is set ragged right, because it’s easy to create 
an algorithm to break a line whenever it threatens 
to exceed a maximum width. Yet, in print, nearly 
all long-form writing is justified, with line breaks 
and spacing inserted in order to fill the space on 
the page. Hyphenation allows those line breaks 
to happen in the middle of a word, the hyphen 
serving to connect one line to the next even as it 
announces the end of one line and the beginning 
of the next. Hyphenation is a direct result of the 
boundaries of the unit of the page, the need to fill 
as much of the page as possible because every page 
is a resource—paper, ink, space. A column of text 
on the web does not have the same constraints, 
which is fortunate because the web is awful at hy-
phenation. The algorithms that can hyphenate 
text on the fly require large dictionaries that take 
time to load. The web is about speed, and com-

pertise required. Using content management 
systems and cascading stylesheets, the creators 
of content can publish their work with very lit-
tle time spent worrying about how an individual 
post or article will look—that is, the precise way 
in which the reader will interact with the text or 
image. Since rapid updating also means rapid ob-
solescence, this is not a problem; the intricacies of 
our relationship to a piece of writing matter only 
when we our encounter with that piece will be 
lengthy, or repeated, or profound. Just as the in-
dividual posts need not be individually laid out, 
the organization of those posts within the site it-
self becomes a decision of default. When timeli-
ness is paramount, the most important posts are 
the most recent ones, and thus the reverse-chron-
ological structure of blogs is perfectly suited to the 
values of the online context in which blogs exist. 
The web is, in fact, a supreme example of form 
following function; the problem is that the func-
tion for which the form was created was not the 
function of a magazine.

The Economist notwithstanding, magazines are 
not newspapers; their role is not to inform but 
to illuminate—a function that requires more ru-
mination on the part of both writer and reader. 

http://www.economist.com/help/about-us#About_Economistcom
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thing that’s meant to be taken slow.
We are not the first to try to slow down the 

web. But we have tried to find another solution to 
the web’s reluctance for precision in layout. Our 
solution to these technical problems is to lay out 
the magazine as if it were a print magazine—us-
ing PDFs—but then serve them online. The pages 
(and there are pages, rather than endlessly scroll-
ing columns) are designed to be read on a screen, 
with a landscape orientation and typefaces that 
work well when displayed as pixels.

But our purpose is not merely to publish writ-
ing that is better designed. This is not just about 
punctuation. And it’s not about Luddism or a de-
sire to return to some supposed literary golden 
age.

The web has incredible power to connect, and 
yet it can also leave us disconnected. We may 
form communities online, but those communi-
ties are often focused around a particular identity 
or interest. We go to political blogs to read about 
politics. Often, in fact, we go to blogs with our 
own political leanings to read commentators who 
share our own political leanings. Then we go to a 
design blog to read about design, to a book blog to 
read about books, to a science blog to read about 

puting the ideal places to break words across lines 
is not fast. Hyphenation requires more than just 
general rules; it requires an understanding of the 
language not merely as it is written, but as it is 
spoken. It requires an aesthetic sense of when a 
line is too cluttered or too empty.

Central to the rhetoric of the web as democra-
tizer, the flattener of hierarchies and liberator of 
the denizens of niches, is the web’s ability to elim-
inate middlemen: editors, publishers, distributors. 
This is not always a bad thing, nor, certainly, does 
it describe all of the internet. But the web was not 
built for the sort of content traditionally found in 
magazines—it was not designed to be paginated 
and hyphenated, to be thoroughly edited and art-
fully designed. The web can be viewed on displays 
with widely varying dimensions, using brows-
ers that (for no good reason) will interpret the 
same code in different ways. Only recently have 
web designers been able to use more than the few 
so-called web-safe fonts—the least-common-de-
nominator typefaces, fonts so universal that ev-
eryone could be expected to have them. The in-
ternet was always supposed to be fast—that’s why 
pages are mostly transmitted as plain text written 
in HTML—and that makes it hard to make some-

http://canopycanopycanopy.com/
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/culture/2012/01/triple-canopy-slowing-down-the-internet.html
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/culture/2012/01/triple-canopy-slowing-down-the-internet.html
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From the Founding Editor:

I am thrilled to present our inaugural issue of 
Hyphenate. It has been almost two years since the 
ideas that would eventually become this magazine 
started playing in snippets in my mind like a song 
you keep hearing everywhere you go. Since then, 
the enormous contributions of my fellow edi-
tors have shaped those ideas into this wonderfully 
concrete set of pixels.

In this issue, we have a short story that feels 
like a memoir, and a memoir piece that feels like 
a short story. We have an essay about the ways in 
which the books we read reach out to us, and the 
ways in which we reach out to their authors. We 
have poems that deconstruct sounds, that con-
struct images of a horrific past, that implore us to 
experience the present; poems that pray and po-
ems that lament; poems that extend a line in our 
direction, begging that we grab hold.

The process of putting this issue together has 
been an exercise in self-education, and I want to 
thank my fellow editors, this issue’s wonderful 
contributors, and the many others who have giv-
en their time and advice.

—Brian Woocher Karfunkel

science, and perhaps to an online literary jour-
nal to read poetry and stories. The web is so good 
at connecting us to what we want that it can dis-
connect us from what we don’t know we want, or 
what we don’t know is out there.

Just as hyphens themselves connect two words 
into one concept, ort join two adjacent lines across 
the lacuna of the margin, we want Hyphenate to 
be a link between poetry and fiction, between lit-
erature and criticism, between what we know and 
what we do not, what we have thought and what 
we have not.

And just as a hyphenated compound exists be-
tween and around the two words from which it 
is formed, being more in combination than sum 
of the individual words, we hope to take the con-
nectivity of the web, tie it to the methodology and 
philosophy of print, and in so doing create a mag-
azine that is more than a blog and more than a lit-
tle magazine.

We exist in two worlds and in one. Online and 
in print. Digital and physical. Fiction and nonfic-
tion, poetry and prose. In the margins, and in the 
text. We want to be a magazine that recognizes 
that we are pieces and we are whole. That we are 
all hyphenated, compounded and connected. {H}
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Jenn Blair is from Yakima, WA. Her work has ap-
peared in New South, The Tusculum Review, Barely South Re-

view, Kestrel, Tidal Basin Review, Rattle, South Loop Review, 
Blood Orange Review, Segue, Superstition Review, Cold Moun-

tain Review, Tulane Review, and Copper Nickel among others. 
Her chapbook All Things are Ordered is out from Finishing 
Line Press.

Stacey Bryan has been to the bottom of the Grand 
Canyon and the top of Mt. Whitney, the tallest mountain 
in the lower 48. Before her hiking adventures, she earned a 
B.A. at UCLA, studying under award winning Irish author 
Brian Moore. She has worked on a Wyoming dude ranch, 
as a gymnastics coach, at the L.A. Reader, and captioned for 
the hearing impaired in New York and Los Angeles. Her 
pieces have appeared in the Brooklyn-based Brownstone Re-

view, Temporary Infinity, and Ginosko. She has returned to 
writing after a long hiatus and is now working on a nov-
el-length supernatural comedy in order to jump-start her 
muse back to life.

Stephanie Dickinson, raised on an Iowa farm, now 
lives in New York City. Her novel Half Girl (winner of the 
Hackney Award given by Birmingham-Southern) and no-
vella Lust Series are published by Spuyten Duyvil. Road of 

Five Churches is available from Rain Mountain Press. Her 
work appears in Hotel Amerika, Mudfish, Weber Studies, 
Fjords, American Fiction, and Nimrod, among others. She is 
the winner of New Delta Review’s 2011 Matt Clark Fiction 

prize judged by Susan Straight, and a finalist for the 2012 
Starcherone Book Prize for Innovative Fiction. Her website 
is www.stephaniedickinson.net.

Lynn Domina is the author of two collections of po-
etry, Corporal Works and Framed in Silence and the editor of a 
collection of essays, Poets on the Psalms. Her recent work ap-
pears in The Southern Review, The Gettysburg Review, The New 

England Review, and several other periodicals. She currently 
lives in the western Catskill region of New York.

Raina Lauren Fields is a poet and nonfiction writ-
er. She is a graduate of the MFA program in Creative Writ-
ing at Virginia Tech. A Cave Canem and Callaloo fellow, 
her poetry has been published or is forthcoming in Callaloo, 
Gargoyle, Sweet, PANK, Diverse Voices Quarterly, The Bakery, 
and Emerge, among others.

Jordan Sanderson’s work has appeared in Phantom 

Limb, burntdistrict, The Fiddleback, Caketrain, Double Room, 
and other journals. He earned a PhD from the Center for 
Writers at the University of Southern Mississippi and cur-
rently lives on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, where he teaches 
English.

John Brown Spiers lives in Athens GA, where he 
teaches as a graduate assistant at the University of Georgia. 
His work has been most recently published in Phantom Drift, 
Slab, and Toad the Journal.
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